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(HUI!
-“THAT TRY WAY MAY EE KNOWN UPON EARTH, TIIY SAVING HEALTH AMONG ALL NATIONS.”

VOL,. VII.

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 15, 1837.

they will come as angels of peace and inerev, But we are in no great danger, at present of er
and the spirits whom they release from the im ring on this hand. It our ministers are good
AN ASSOCIATION OF CLERGYMEN.
prisonment of the flesh shall be united, free and men, and are willing to devote their whole time
happy, to worship forever, as earth did not per to the duties of their sacred calling, we need
GEORGE W MYERS, PRINTER.
not, at least for half a century to come, be at
mit them, a family in heaven.
all afraid of giving them too much. A minister
But
chiefly
is
Ianiily
worship
important
for
For the Gambier Observer.
its influence on children and dependents. It is has many expenses which other people, gener
« Come over into Macedonia and help us."
in this way that they are best taught religion, as ally have not. He needs to lay out more lor
Acts xvi. 9. they learn language, by insensible degrees—a hooks. He ought, at. the outset, to have a good
little one day, and a little another, “line upon library; and he should have the means ot in
The Apostle slept: but as a sentinel,
line and precept upon precept.” Religion thus creasing it; by the addition of new publications
With ever watchful eye and ear inclin’d
imparted, becomes a part of the milk that nour from year to year. From this source he may de
To catch the smallest voice of duty’s call.
ishes, of the bread that feeds them. It is incor rive great help in his endeavors to understand
The worth of souls was heavy on his mind,
porated
with the very substance of their hearts. and explain the word of God. Besides, a minis
And Christ his midnight thoughts pervaded all:
They are brought up “in the nurture and ad ter is likely to have more company than other
The Saviour by a vision gave the sign,
monition of the Lord.’’ They cannot remem men. His brethren in the ministry and other
And he obeyed, at once, the call divine.
ber when they were not under its holy influenc pious people may be expected to call very fre
The Church is sleeping, and that suppliant cry,
es. They become Christians by imperceptible quently upon him. If be feel aright. Ire wishes
•< Save or we perish,” comes from sinking souls;
degrees, and grow in the knowledge and love them to do so, and will be grieved if they du
of God and of their duty, as they grow in wis not. Every true minister of Christ will be what
A world, in vision, stands beneath her eye,
St. Paul requires him to be, a man '■given to hos
dom and in stature.
And every wave that in the Atlantic rolls
You that, as parents, and heads of families, pitality." But be cannot be hospitable to the
Brings to her ear the shriek of those who die
have, as it were, given hostages to God and so extent of his wishes, unless his income consider
Without a hope in Christ, or home on high.
ciety, lay these considerations well to heart.—T ably exceed the necessary expenses of his famThe isles,—the balmy isles of classic note
Look on your little children as. they climb your ‘‘y*
.
,
Which gem the ALgean and the mighty sea;
Nor should it be forgotten that a minister s
knee, and gather round your board, and ask
Where science fitted up her hallowed grot,
yourselves how you should answer it to society, comfort ami usefulness both depend in no incon
And the muse pour’d a charming minstrelsy .
to them, to God, that you have deprived them siderable degree, on his being able to set an ex
The isles,—in which the infidel hath wrought
io their helpless infancy of advantages like ample of liberality. His comfort depends on this.
His deeds of blood, and scathed each verdant spot,
these ! It I knew a family that lived in the hab It must grieve him exceedingly to be obliged
itual neglect of family worship, this should he to turn a deaf ear to most of the calls of charity
“ Wait for His law.”
my argument; and while a tmob of holy nature which solicit his attention. His soul, expanded
Awake, O Zion ! favored of thy Lord !
trembled at his heart, /should not fear for the with love to God and man, longs to do good
The cry for “ help” is Jesus’ gracious voice ;
result. I would remind him of the weakness whenever an opportunity presents itself. And
Send forth thy heralds with this precious word,
of our poor, fallen humanity, and of the temp how painful it must he to him to withhold, or to
And let the sorrowing again rejoice,
tations of the world. I would remind him that give with a very sparing hand! Besides, Ins be
’Till Greece and all her suntiv isles have heard
vigilant as the parental eye might be, the time ing in narrow or embarrassed circumstance^,
The blessed Gospel, and the cross ador’d.
would come when its delight and pride must must greatly abridge his usefulness. It will not
go beyond its reach. And I would ask him only prevent his giving much himself, in aid of
Gambier, Feb, 3rd, 1837.
C. C. T.
calmly to consider, if from the fiery ordeal of pious and benevolent objects, but will hinder
that wicked world the darling child, whose his exerting a proper degree ot influence in theiTHE OBSERVER
slightest ache has kept him all ni&ht long awake behalf. We may, indeed, he liberal in the sight
and in the accomplishment of whose mind of God, though very indigent. “If there be
From Bishop Doane’s Christmas Offering for 1836.
and person, he has lavished gold that his own first a willing mind, it is accepted according to
[concluded.]
sweat and blood have earned, should come what a man hath, and not according to what he
back, all scathed and branded, a soiled and hath not.’^ But; when a minister calls upon his
FAMILY WORSHIP.
From the reasonableness and obvious duty ruined thing, his very heart within him would people to aid in relieving the unfortunate, or in
of family devotion, we purs to its advantages.— not break outright with sorrow and remorse, supporting missions, or in educating young men
And the first of these is its full share of all the that he had never sought to shield his infant in for the gospel ministry, or in promoting any
blessings ordinarily promised to private prayer, nocence with prayer, nor to arm him with the j other charitable design, his success will depend
under circumstances of increased interest and weapons of God’s word against those sinlul considerably on his putting down a pretty good
satisfaction. If in the stillness and secrecy of Gists which have achieved his ruin. See to it, sum himself. He should be able to say to his
the closet, there is a hush of the awed spirit, in j beloved brethren, that on none of you this sor- people, as Gideon said to his soldiers, “Look
cominunion with its God, which is felt nowhere r»w beyond all earthly sorrow fail. Aspire, by on me, and do likewise.” I will add, that liber
else, there is in the devotions of the fireside al- j iniitating Abraham s noble example, to shaie ality, especially towards the poor of his congre
tar, a flowing fervour of the affections, a melting j his glorious commendation. Resolve, like gal- gation,will tend greatly to increase their attach
of the spirit, as if heart coalesced with heart, i ,a,'t J0!:hua> “as fl”’tne and my house we will ment to him, and to promote the success of his
which never can be experienced, but when, in j serve the Lord.” If you have already begun ministry among them. When, for instance, he
the midst of all its loved ones,the full soul pours \
011
steadfast perseverance. If you have visits an indigent family in the time of sickness,
itself out before the Eternal.
Within the ) not begun, take courage, to begin to day. Call his exhortations and counsels will be the more
charmed comptss of that sacred circle, there | over,
by one, the excuses which have Int 11- j likely to do then) ood; il he opens his hands to
are e/ements at work which can meet nowhere erto prevented you; and with a noble Christian I them, and contributes something to their tempo
else. They kneel beside each other who be- 5 courage, dare tor your own sake, for your chil- ral comfort. Your late beloved pastor,as I am
fore God have vowed to bear in love the load dren s sake,to trample on them all. Is it want told, did much good in this way.
A cuinpvtcrit salary, allow me to add, implies
of life, till death shall take it off; and they feel j of time? Take so muchfrom your busines.—
what need there is of mutual patience, kindness >
ls God who giveth you the increase, and by something more than enough to secure a minis
and forbearance, to bear each other’s burthens, his service none can lose. Is it want of ability ? ter and his family against indigence, and to ena
and of God’s sustaining grace to bear up both, j Go it as well as you can. It is upon the heart ble him to be hospitable and liberal; it implies
The parents kneel beside the children of their tliat the prayer hearer looks. According to so much as will enable him with prudence and
love and hope, and they feel how hearty and ) ^hat a lna» batl1 >t is accepted, and not accord- economy, to lay up something against the sea
how holy their prayers should be who have in ,n» to that he hath not. Do you fear the re- son ot sickness and old age. Ministers are lia
charge to guide though all the snares of life the ' straint it will impose on you ‘ Then it is in ble, at any time, to be disqualified for pastoral
souls of young immortals. '1 he master kneels deed time that you should begin. How fearful duties by sickness. Theyare less secure against
beside the servant, and while the one feels that llis condition who by rejecting all restraint, this evil generally speaking, than men who are
assinners they are humbled in the dust, the avows his open preference of sin to holiness !— engaged in secular pursuits. Their sacred call
other learns how, as believers, all are lifted by Or do you fear tho imputation of singularity, ing exposes them to the deleterious influence of
the same Cross even to the heavens. They “the world’s dread laughIf others are ir- the elements more than that of ordinary men.
kneel together as dependent beings at the foot- religious, the more reason for your decision— Thev are frequently obliged to expose them
selves in the open air, alter preaching in a warm
stool ol their Benefactor, as guilt y beings at It was Abdiel’s praise to stand alone in virute.
and close room, to a small, perhaps, but crowd
“Faitlifiil found
the tribunal of their Judge: and praying from J
ed assembly; in consequence of wh'ch they are
the deep heart, with common knowledge of I Among the faithless, faithlul only he
Among innumerable false; unmoved
attended with those pulmonary complaints which
their necessities, and with common desires for j Unshaken, utiseduced, unt.errified,
confine them fora long time, and in many cases
their relief, each for the rest as for himself,
II is loyalty he kept, his love, his zeal;
terminate in consumption and death. Or if they
Nor number, nor example with him wrought
theylend mutual earnestness arid fervour to each
do not suffer in this way, (heir physicial ener
To swerve from truth, or change his constant mind,
other, and ensure his blessing, who has promis
Though single.”*
gies are in danger of being exhausted by ex
ed to his disciples that where two of them shall
“There are those,” says an excellent writer, cessive labor,and by the overwhelming anxie
agree, as touching any thing that they shall ask
“
who
laugh al all this, as are those in lunatic ties resulting from the weight of responsibility
it shall be done for them of his Father who is in
hospitals who laugh at their own wretchedness. resting upon them, and the peculiar trials at
heaven.*
Without enquiring who laughs or who approves, tendant on their ministry. And if the minister
The performance of family devotion is at
the Christian, morning and evening, prays with enjoys perfect health himself, the expenses of
tended with the happiest effects on all who en
his family. In the discharge of this delightful his family are liable to be greatly increased bv
gage in it, and this individually as well as col
duty, his house seems more his castle, and an the sickness of its others members. And what
lectively. It serves as a most wholesome re unseen guard encamps around his bed.” “In is the pastor of a church to do in cases of this
straint upon their conduct; they are put, as it I such a bouse, the secret is found out of com kind, unless the income he receive from his peo
were upon their consistency. They will scarce I
bining seriousness with cheerfulness, service ple is considerably more than sufficient for a
]y rise from their knees to the commission of with freedom, duty with delight.
Happy season of heaLth and prosperity?
acts which will put their prayers to shame.— home !
Where prayers are victorious over
Besides; if the preacher lives, he will, by and
They will hardly indulge in violence of anger,
tears, and trust is too strong for despair. Where by be an old man, and unable, on that account
or indecency of expression, who are by and by
God is a daily guest, and his angels a nightly to discharge the dutiesofa pastor. And what,in
to pray before their household against, all that
this ease, is he to do? II the churches he has
displeases God, or unfits men for heaven. Nor guard."f
served have enabled him by their liberality to
is this all. Prayer is a means of grace, and
* Portraiture of a Christian Gentleman,
make provision for the exigencies of his situa
God blesses the patient use of means. “In the
■f Milton.
tion, all is well. But suppose they have given
morning sow thy seed and in the evening with
him no more than just enough, with the most ex
hold not thy hand,” and doubt not that he will
From the Christian Watchman.
emplary
industry and economy on his part; to
give the increase. To kneel, to ask, to seek, is
MINISTERIAL SUPPORT.
procure him the necessaries of life; what course
in the power of all.
I he holy will, the sane
The following is an extract of an address de is he to take, when old age, accompanied, per
tified wish, thesteady purpose of obedience God
must bestow. But he lias promised to give them livered before the First Baptist Church and Con haps, by sickness, has come upon him? Do any
only to those who kneel and seek and ask for gregation in Hartford at the installation of the of you say, “let him feed on thar precious Gos
Rev. Henry Jackson, as their Pastor, December pel which he has dispensed, and so often recom
them.
In binding a family together in peace and 14th, 1836, by Rev. Dr. Chaplin, of Willington mended to others?” This, indeed, is food and
love, there is no human influence like that of Conn, and published in the Chiistian Secretary. medicine to the soul. But the body, especially
Our blessed Saviour has told us that “the la when full of infirmities and pains, needs some
domestic pray. Uniting them in a common ob
borer
is worthy of his hire.” And an inspired thing else. Shall he resort to his children or
ject, it unites their sympathies and their de
sires. Raising their hearts to heaven, it brings apostle mentions it as one of the established other relations for help? If theyare both able
them together in the presence of God. The principles ot the Christian economy, “that they and willing to help him, this may do. Bat this
family altar is an asylum to which they all re who preach the gospel should live of the Gos is not always the case. Even children, as sad
pair from the cares and toils of life. Remind pel.” Indeed, as nothing is more reasonable,so experience shows, are not always disposed to
ing them of the vanity and sorrow of the world, nothing is more plainly taught in the New Tes provide for aged and indigent parents all which
it unites their resolution and their patience in tament, than that a competent provision should their situation requires. And it theyare dispos
enduring them. Reminding them of the rest be made by the churches of Christ for the tem ed, they are frequently unable. They are indi
reserved in heaven.it unites them in efforts of poral subsistence and comfort of those who min gent themselves, and pei hap^encumbered with
faith and obedience for its attainment. Earth ister in holy things* Observe. I say a compe large and expensive families. Besides; il the
has no holier spot than a house thus sanctified tent provision. More than this a church and relations of an aged minister are both able and
by prayer—where the voice of supplication and congregation are not bound to afford; for more willing to provide for him, there is something
thanksgiving consecrates every day, where the than this would prove an injury both to minis very unpleasant to a generous mhn in the idea
word of God is devoutly read, and young and ters and people. The immense wealth lavished ol entire dependence on those around him. If
old unite to show forth all his praise. It may he on the clergy by Constantine the Great and pious, he is willing to be entirely dependent on
humble; but it is holy, and therefore heavenly. some of his successors, was a principal means o God; nay, he rejoices to be so. But entire de
Poverty may be there, and sorrow , but its in producing that great apostacy which resulted in pendence on bis fellow-men, however kind and
mates are rich in faith, and joyous in the Holy the establishment of the papal hierarchy, and in obliging, is extremely revolting to his mind.—
Ghost. Sickness and death must enter it; but that torrent of corruption and persecution which There is something in it very much resembling
at one time, had nearly swept every vestige of the relation which a slave bears to his master.—
pure Christianity from the face of the earth— His master may be kind; but still the subjec
• St, Matthew xviii, 19.
CONDUCTED BV

tion and dependence which slavery involves,
must, to a noble spirit,be trying in the extreme.
Allow me to add, if the aged minister is poor and
dependent, bow many of his wants will be un
supplied, even though he is surrounded by
wealthy and affectionate relations! Delicacy
forbids him to mention a great many things
which, if procured, would contribute to bis com fort, and which he would certainly procure, had
he property of his own. Nor is this all. Flow
much must his benevolent heart be pained that,
in consequence of bis poverty, lie is unable to
contribute any tiling for the relief of the indi
gent, or in aid of those noble enterprises, which
in these last days, the church of Christ has be
gun to accomplish. What, then shall be done
foraged ministers? Will the churches estab
lish a fund for their relief? This, under exist
ing circumstances, may do good. Still it seems
to me that I can “show unto you a more ex
cellent wav.” It is hard, in my view, to reduce
the godly, devoted minister, when old and in
firm, to the condition ofa pauper. Let him not
he dependent on charity for his support. Give
him at the time of his settlement, an ample sala
ry, and let him by frugality and economy, pro
vide for himself. It Isas much the duty of
churches and congregations to do this, as it is
to pay their debts. Indeed, this is a debt, a
debt both of justice and of honor, which an en
lightened and noble minded congregation will
not fail to discharge.
‘iBut our minister is wealthy; or, at least, in
possession ofa handsome property. He is much
better able to provide for the exigencies of a
family than some ol the members of his church
and congregation are.” And what conclusion is
drawn from such facts? That you are under no
obligation to give him a support? Do you rea
son thus when you employ men who are engag
ed in secular pursuits? Suppose you engage a
mechanic of handsome property to build you a
house. Do you expect him to build it for noth
ing, because he is wealthy? Do you not on the
contrary, calculate to give him the usual price
just as much as you would, if he were a poor
man? You certainly do. And it is perfectly
reasonable you should. His being rich does
not diminish the value of bis work, nor his claim
on you fora lull compensation. And why is not
the same reasoning equally sound in regard to
a minister of the gospel? It may be proper to
add, that the wealthy minister you now have,
will not serve you always. He must die; and
his successor, in all probability, will be a poor
man, who cannot serve you for nothing, if he
would. Now, it, because your present minister
is rich you give him little or nothing, you will
find it difficult to raise a c mipetent salary for
his successor. Having been long unaccustom
ed to do much, if any thing, for the support of
the gospel, your subscriptions for that object
will be small; and then small subscriptions will
he felt heavy burdens and will he collected with
difficulty. 'Phis is not mere theory; it accords
with experience and observation. It has been
found next to impossible to prevail on a church
and congregation, however wealthy,which have
long enjoyed the privilege of a preached gos
pel without paying for it, to raise any thing like
an adequate salary for the minister whom they
employ. They had rather have a man of the
most ordinary gifts, and of very moderate at
tainments in knowledge, who will serve them
fora trifle, than make any considerable sacri
fice ot property for supporting an able minister,
who is desirous ofdevoting his whole time to the
duties of his profession.
It deserves to be considered, too, that when
people, who are able to support the gospel, do
little or nothing for that purpose, the gospel
does them very little good. It usually does good
in proportion to the estimation in which it is held.
They who are disposed to pay nothing for the
support of a Christian minister, receive no
benefit from his ministrations.
Do any of you say; “All this is true; but it is
not applicable to us; for we give, and always
have given our minister a generous support?”—
I feel no difficulty in admitting that what you
say is the truth. I have learned with pleasure
what this church and congregation did for their
late excellent pastor, while he was living; and I
have learned with equal pleasure, what they
have done since his death, for the dear afflicted
family which he has left behind. My friends,
I rejoice in being able to say, you have done
well. You have “devised liberal things: and
by liberal things,” I trust, “you will he enabled
to “stand.” You have been mindful of the fa
therless, and have caused the widow's heart to
sing for joy. May God bless you a hundred
fold for these labours of love, and for those you
may perform towards your present pastor, to
whom, I have no doubt, you will give a liberal
support. And 1 allow to you, m this, case what
I verj seldom allow to any of my hearers,—the
privilege of hearing for others rather than them
selves. Apply what I have said on the sup
port of ministers, to such churches and congre
gations as have dealt out to their ministers with
a parsimonious hand. That such churches and
congregations are to be found, you are doubt
less aware. You are aware, too, that their num
ber is not small. They are to be found in every
part of our country. And the course they are
pursuing is exceedingly prejudicial to the inter
ests ofpure and undefiled religi in. They should I
accordingly, be told that withholdingmore than
is meet from a godly, faithful pastor, who is
willing to spend and be spent for the good of
their souls, tendeth to poverty; that they can
not reasonably expect to prosper in their spir
itual concerns, nor long in their temporal, unless
they abandon that sin of covetousness which is
idolatry, and learn to honor the Lord with their
substance, and with the first fruits ot all their
increase.
INFLUENCE OF INFANT BAPTISM.

“I cannot but take occasion, says Matthew
Henry, “to express my gratitude to God for
my infant baptism; not only as it was an early
admission into the visible body of Christ, but
as it furnished my parents with a eood argument

NO. 14.
and, J trust, through grace, a prevailing argu
ment, for an early dedication of myself to God
in my childhood. If God has wrought any good
work upon my soul, I desire, with humble thank
fulness, to acknowledge the influence of my in
fant baptism upon it.’—Cincinnati Journal.
AB no AD AND AT HOME.

A gentleman who had been conspicuous in aid 
ing a missionary collection, was met the follow
ing day by one of dissimilar habits, who chided
him for the absurd eccentricity of which he
deemed him guilty in giving to such an object,
and in such profusion. It was preposterous, he
said to be sending heaps of money abroad, to
be spent, no one knew how, while there were so
many unemployed starving in ------ ‘I will give
------ Z, to the poor of---------- , if you will give an
equal sum, said the Christian friend. ‘J did
not mean that,’ replied the objector. ‘But,’ con
tinued lie; ‘it you must go from home, why so
far? Think of the m’serahle poor of Ireland.’—
‘1 will give --------- 1 to the poor of Ireland, if
you will do the same.” ‘I do not mean that
either,’ was the reply. No, it is neither this nor
that, which this class of objectors, exactly mean
but, simply to veil their criminal parsimony by
excepting against the proceedings of liberal
men, whom, if they could not condemn, they
must, for very shame, in some degree imitate.—
Phil. Int.
HOLLAND.
For the following interesting extracts from the “Archives
(hi Christianisme, we are indebted to a clerical friend who
has translated them expressly for the Witness.— Christian
Witness.
(Extract from a private tetter.)

June 11,1836.—The Roman Catholics have
belli, and still hold an important place in my
nati'-e country.
Wherever they can, they
cause temples to be erected, which, by their ex
terior, and above all t heir pompous interior, and
the ceremonial worship celebrated therein, im
pose upon all who are ignorant that a spiritual
worship alone is agreeable to the -Supreme Be
ing. Their number is upon the advance, for
other reasons also, and here and there are like
wise protestants, poor in every respect, who al
low themselves to be drawn into this anti-evan
gelical path. There are some Romanists (ve
ry few, however,) who seem to profess
the doctrines of Christianity, remaining, not
withstanding, strongly attached to the See of
Rome.
Some of them are engaged in a “Journal,”
with this title, “The Catholic Voice of Netherland,” in which, it is said, there are sometimes
very good articles. This Journal made its ap
pearance in opposition to the excellent evan
gelical paper, called simply' “ The Voice of
Netherlands,” which has already furnished
for the “Archives of Christianity” interesting
articles.
Before speaking of our Protestant churches,
I cannot pass over in silence the remnant of the
ancient people of God, who inhabit Holland.—
This country, having been, since the blessed
Reformation,celebrated for religious toleiation,
all who have suffered persecution on account
of their faith have directed their steps hither.
Thus the Republic of the United Provinces
has been arefuge for the poor children of Abra
ham according to the flesh, whom the intoler
ance of Christians had diiven without mercy,
from their habitations. There is a considera
ble number of Jews whose ancestors came from
the Peninsula, and who are distinguished from
their brethren from Germany and Poland by the
name of Portuguese Jews. There is no inter
course between them. They form two distinct
bodies, having separate synagogues.
The
Portuguese Jews, in general are prosperous,
and although living in a very worldly manner,
deserve to he esteemed in society. But the
others are, for the most part, in great misery,
and, on account of their fraudulent practices,
are every where despised. It is a very remar
kable fact, that the Portuguese Jews pretend
that their ancestors, inhabiting the Peninsula
have never approved of the crucifixion of Je
sus of Nazareth, anti that they even loudly
protested against that great act of injustice,
by a letter addressed to the Sanhedrim of Ju
dea. A Portuguese Jew of the Hague, a man
of letters, and a convert to Christianity, told
me, that in a public library in Spain there is
still an ancient, manuscript of the remarkable
document. Besides we know that in our Sa
viour’s lime there was an immense colony of
Jews in Spain and that the city of Toledo,
(the name of which had its origin in a Hebrew
word which signifies generations,) was its prin
cipal city.
A religious movement is manifested among
the Jews of Holland,but principal yjtbe Portu
guese. I wo celebrated men m the religious
world, Messrs Cappadoce and Dacostrt, have
been converted to scriptural Christianity^ are
are now*lights in the midst of the darkness of
even Christianity itself. For a long time, there
has been one Jew, a stranger, if I mistake not,
zealous lor ihe rabbinical traditions, who has
sought to re-animate, even to fanaticism, the
zeal of his brethren, but he has met with little
success. He has, however, been able to make
fanatics of some, who have since read, with
great regularity, the writings of their ancient
rabbins, and observe scrupulously all the cere
monies which their absence from the Holy land
will allow of.
The Protestant Church is divided into differ
ent sects. The ancient religion of the state
was the reformed religion, but there have always
been Lutherans here. At the period ol the
political revolution of the 18th century, the re
formed religion ceased to be that of the state,
and since that time, heterodox doctrines have
been preached in the bosom of the reformed
Church. Far from me, however, be the thought
that tiie separation of the Church and State
was the cause of this deviation from that way
of truth which is according to holiness, but I
only cite the fact, to show that this separation
was, at least its occasion. Since this first pe-
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nod of lax.iy, Ik ter , Lixy has shown itsvil more
and more among the leaders oP’the retormeil
Church, and if has secretly undermined its very
f,u odatioii. Yet God has had regard to the
prayers of his elect, who, weeping over the
ruins of Jerusalem desolated, cry day and night
for the help of his Spirit. 'Phis Spirit has been
breaihed upon the true sons of the Reformation
and it has aroused men of faith, and continues
to raise up, from time to time, men who fear
lessly declare unto Isra d its sin, and who preach
with frankness the doctrine of justification bv
faith! These servants of the Most High, arm
ed with the sword of Holy Writ, awake many
conscience?, sleeping in their errors and sins,
and lead their souls captive to the obedience of
the Cross. But this revival has not failed to ir
ritate those who are friends of darkness rather
than light. They are incensed against those pi
ous men, and accuse them as disturbers of the
peace, and the friends of disorder; they have
even persecuted them. All the ministers, and
candidates for the sacred ministry, whom thev
accuse as belonging to what they term the
“new sect," have been obliged to suffer and
still suffer occasionally, from the Ecclesiastical
authority, to which the civil power sometimes
lends aid. Yet the number of the truly “re
formed” continues to increase although they
have to lament some backsliders. There are
those who are too anxious to look into futurity,
and seem to wish to anticipate the ways of Pro
vidence. Yet we may indulge the joyful hope
that the Lord reserves days of peace and life
for the reformed Church of Holland. What
confirms this hope is, that the members of oth
er religious denominations, whether Mennonites, ( Anti-pedobaptists,) or the Remonstrants,
( Armenians,) when they are affected with com
punction, by the Spirit of God, direct their
eyes towards the temples of the Reformed
church, or of orthodox and pious ministers
preaching the Gospel. May then the reformed
Pastors of France rejoice in the Lord, and ren
der thanks that the Church to which they are
attached, and over which the floly Spirit has
placed them, prospers io the ancient republic of
the United Provinces, in spite of all the evils
that still weigh heavily upon it.
CONVERSION OF THE JEWS.

August 13, 1836.—“The report of the ‘So
ciety of Berlin for the Conversion of the Jews,
now before us, announces facts of great inter
est. The celebrated Professor Tholuck pro
nounced the usual discourse. He states in it
that more than seven hundred Jews have been
converted to Christianity, by means of this So
ciety. That a single minister of the Gospel,
has been the instrument of the conversion of
eighty .lews during the last five years; and that
many of the new converts have entered the
ministry, and professorships.
The single uni
versity of Berlin reckons five professors, or
maitres deludes, who were Jews. These are.
without doubt, strong encouragements to con
tinue efforts for their conversion.
“We have received the fourth report of the
‘Society of the friends of Israel,’ of Toulouse.
It pursues its course of efforts with much zeal
and activity, and its correspondence has con
stantly enlarged. The fruits,however, are not
yet abundant, but we must plant and water be
fore we can gather, and we are assured in the
word of God, that we shall reap in his time,
if we faint not. 'The Society of Toulouse has
turned its attention to the Jews of Algiers
which iVumber from ten to fifteen thousand, of
whom nearly all are tradesmen, brokers and
pedlars. The moral state of the Jews is more
degraded, than one could dare imagine, if au
thentic accounts did not compel belief. The
most gross and disgusting immorality reigns
among them; the men live by roguery, and the
women by le.wdness. Parents have been seen
selling their owq children as slaves to the Bed
ouins.
The work of preaching the Gospel
among so degraded a people, is obstructed by
many obstacles, but what is impossible to man is
possible to God.”

MISSIONARY.
MAHOMMSDANS IN PERSIA.
Extract of a Letter from the Rev. Mr. Merrick, dated
at Teheran, ( Persia) June 20th 1836, and published in the
Missionary Herald for February.

On our arrival at the capital, through the
kindness of J. P. Riach, Esq., with whose
truly benevolent and Christian spirit we
are already acquainted, we were invited
to take up our temporary abode in this
city, at the English palace. This gentleman
is at present in charge of the English embassy
at the Persian court, his excellency the right
honorable Henry Eilis having returned on his
way homeward as far as Tabrees, and the new
ambassador, Mr. McNeil, not having yet arriv
ed. The King is encamped with a division of
his army at a short distance from the city, and
all the English Gentlemen are also in camp, and
tinder orders to march with his majesty whenev
er and wherever lie goes. I have already in
formed you that the King purposes to take Harat, and one division of his army, consisting of
about 8,000 troops, with twenty-four pieces of
artillery, marched two or three weeks ago for
Khorassan. The remaining corps, mustering
6,000 or 8,000 men, are daily expecting orders
to follow, with the king himself at their head.
The prime minister declares that in forty days
from the present time he will make Harat flat as
the palm of his hand, destroying every human
being in that devoted city, ft seems probable,
however, that the Haratees have little to fear
the present season from the boastful and bloody
threat of Meerza Hajee Agazee. You can
have little idea of the uncertainty and want of
organization and judicious counsel which char
acterize every thing pertaining to the present
government. 1 have been informed on the best
authority that the division of the army already
on the march have obliged by their lawless ra
pacity most of the inhabitants of the villages
on their route to leave their homes and flee be,?"• "”8 reach °f
armed ba"d
tha trbat the,r o,vo country far worse than a
civilized enemy would do. This!, by no means
. new tiling io Persia; ,t „ almost proverbial
tWt her armies are more terrible to friends than
to foes. When the King marched from Ta
breez for the capital, after the death of his
predecessor, Feth Ali Shah, his soldiers de
stroyed many villages on their way, and an
English gentleman who accompanied the ex.

peditiou, told me that oil his return, io the seve

prospects for missionary labor in Persia, than 1
lily of winter in these ill-fated villages, he found should have been able to do, had an associate
no other inhabitants except starving cats; anil i early followed me from my native laud. But if
all the fuel he could procure was the little raft my dear brethren at home feel an interest in
ers of the mud covered roofs; doors, windows, the salvation of the Persians, let them not cease
and every other combustible material, easily ro importune God that lie would give them re
accessible having been consumed on the march pentance unto the acknowledging of the truth.
to Teheran. But notwithstanding these excess The evangelization of this people is an arduous
es, the king is universally represented by the an amazing work; a work of prayer and faith
Europeans at his court, as being a'over ol jus for man, a work of special grace for God.
tice, and really desirous for the improvement of
his country. When I inquired ot the English REFLEX BENEFIT OF MISSIONARY EXER
TIONS.
gentleman how the last division ol their army
« as to subsist in marching through a country
With the extraordinary benefits which have ac
already wasted by the troops in advance, they crued to those abroad, may we not mention the
replied, that I must ask the king and prime min revival of Religion at home ? Look at the stale
ister that, for they themselves were totally ig of the Church—at the state of the country—com
norant on this subject. Some of these gentle pared with what they w -re half a century ago.—
men, who I trust, possess, not only genuine phi- and what has brought ab ut .he happy change ? Is
lanthrophy, but a truly Christian spirit, and no it not the establishment of various Religious In
small share of Missionary feeling, after years stitutions and the Church Missionary Associations
of painful disappointment, have come to the in our various congregations? I have seen in a
conclusion, that, under the existing order of certain church a list of benefactors to the church
things, evangelical benevolence can do little for and congregation; a blank space was left: and the
Persia. They do not desire that anv one should clergyman told me that he would fain have filled it
take their opinions as the guide of his plans; up with the name of the Church Missionary As
but with hearts pained in view of the prospects sociation of the Parish for that had been the great
around them, they tell the sad tale of their ex est benefactor which his parish had ever known.—
perience. I confess that in all the researches I rejoice that the Bishop of London has put forth
I have made in regard to the missionary work an appeal to the public to enable him to build fifty
in Persia, before and since my leaving Ameri additional Churches in the Metropolis. I look, in
ca I have never met so serious a discourage anticipation, to those fifty churches filled with at
meat as in the statements of these excellent tentive hearers, listening to the preaching of the
men; but I cannot yet bring myself to feel that Gospel of the Ever-blessed God ; those congrega
these views correspond entirely with the reality tions will form Missionary Associations; and there
though I am continually learning new and pain will be a glorious return, in an increase of Vital
till truths, and am becoming prepared to meet Religion spreading itself throughout the whole of
others still more distressing. The dear breth this Christian country. And our country is the
ren with whom 1 travel, feel the melancholy in world. In all parts of the world we find our
fluence of this light, or rather darkness, which countrymen, who are either excluded from the
we find reflected on our prospects from Tehe means of Grace, or are placed under circumstances
ran, and I trust that we are all disposed most of great disadvantage. In many places to which
seriously to inquire what the Lord will have us we send missionaries, such persons are found out ;
to do. The English gentleman very justly and we prove a blessing to those who are cut off’
remarks, that it was no small consideration lor from the accustomed, or perhaps hitherto neglect
a missionary to waste perhaps thirty years in ed or unimproved, Means of Grace. A Lady, on
one field, when in another he might have been being requested to contribute to the funds of the
most usefully employed. From all the informa Society, replied, “Oh yes! I must contribute be
tion we have been able to collect, both from the cause of the blessing which one of your Missiona
English and Russian gentlemen at the Persian
ries became to my dear brother, in his dying mo
court, there is good reason to conclude that the
ments, in a foreign land.” A poor widow, whom
king is still anxious to have a European high
I visited, told me that she had a sdn living in the
school at his capital. But the exhausted state
very parish in which Martyn laboured ; he derived
of his treasury leaves him no means to patron no benefit, however, from the labours of that ex
ize it, anil the countenance he might give the cellent man, but even left ihe house whenever Mar
undertaking, it is feared, would have but a lim tyn entered it ; and, as for the Church, he never
ited and temporary influence.
entered there; at length her son entered into the
His excellency, Mr. Ellis, British ambassador
army, and went to India; Martyn afterwards left
to Persia, informed us, that probably we should
his parish and his country; the Mother wept at the
find more bigotry at Isfahan, than in any other
thought of losing so valuable a pastor and friend ;
city of Persia, as the principal moostnhid, or
chief doctor of the Law in the kingdom, usu hut she little thought that Martyn was going,
from his parish in Cambridge to he, among other
ally resided there, and the Persians looked to
ends, the means of blessing and salvation to her
the capital of the Sufies as the grand seat of the
son in India; her son was there brought under his
Sheab faith. He thought however, that in
consideration of the Armenian population at Is ministrations, which were eventually blessed to his
salvation.
fahan, and in view of the salubrity of the cli
[7iey. Prof Scholefield—at Church Miss. Soc. An.
mate, and the comparative cheapness of living
there, it was perhaps one of the most inviting
fields for missionary labor in Persia.
Ihe
statement respecting the bigotry at Isfahan has
«AMB[Ell, WEDNESDAY, FEB. 15, 1S37.
not only been confirmed to us by the English
gentlemen here, but has received additional
The delay in the publication of the present
strength. Indeed it is their conviction, that
nothing can now be done for the Mussulmans number of the Observer has been occasioned by
of that city. And we have had the unhappi our inability to procure in season a supply of pa
ness to learn also, that the Armenian bishop at
per. We thought that, we had made such arrange
Isfahan, is a man from whom we can expect lit
ments in relation to that matter as would secure us
tle encouragement.
Shiras, we are informed, is the grand seat of against the possibility of a failure. But our paperSoofeeism in the kingdom, that multitudes of maker has disappointed us, and our publication has
the people there are Soofees, and that from a
been in consequence delayed for a few days. We
long and extensive acquaintance with the Eng
lish, as well as from their sceptical notions, the hope that we shall not again be subjected to alike
Shirarees are perhaps, more liberal in matters inconvenience.
of religion, than any other Persians. I am tak
ing letters to that place, and among them one
Domestic and Foreign Missionary Society.—
to the aged meerza, Seyd Ali, who assisted the The Spiritof Missions for Februaryhas come to hand.
devoted Martyn in translating the New Testa
The minutes of the Committees contain nothing
ment into the Persian language.
In making these communications I have writ particularly interesting. The Rev. Petrus S. Ten
ten' with all that frankness and simplicity J Broeck has been appointed the Society’s Missionary
should use were you transported to this place, at Concord, (N. H.) The following exhibits the re
and now seated in an inquiring attitude before ceipts of the Treasury for Domestic Missions from
me. And methinks I hear you say, as I pause
for a moment, “Are you at last discouraged, December 15th 1836, to January 6th 1837, and for
and do you now wish to bid Persia a final fare Foreign Missions from Dec. 15th to Jan. 11th.
well?” “ No; is my prompt and firm reply. My
Domestic Missions.
hopes are not. ali blasted yet, and till God, by Massachusetts, $15 00 New Jersey
$49 15
bis clear, commanding providence, and by the
Rhode
Island,
Maryland,
12 00
67
00
dictates of bis Spirit, recalls me from the field
15 00 Virginia,
2 68
to which I believe he has led me, though for Vermont,
what purpose, perhaps I know not, let me not Connecticut,
39 20 New York,
947 12
be removed to another sphere of labor. Let
me inquire at Isfahan, let me try at Shiraz, let
Total, $1010 95
me still wait on the Lord and be of good cour
Foreign Missions.
age. We may yet see of his salvation in Per
sia; methinks I even now discern it, as holy men Rhode Island, $193 00 Dist. of Colum. $7 00
11 62 S. Carolina,
100 00
of old who saw the glorious coming of Him who Connecticut,
was to be the light of the Ger.tiles.
New York,
216 00 Louisiana,
209 00
It was our intention to have resumed out- New Jersey,
7 50 Ohio,
86 06
journey on the last day of this month, or on
Maryland,
15
00
the first of July. We may, however, be oblig
Total, $845 18.
ed to wait some days longer for firmans from
the kintr. A I urkish ambassador has recently
arrived°at the Persian court, and the great fes
Protestant Jesuitism.—A work recently pub
tive attentions he is receiving clog still more the lished in New York under the above title, and
dull wheels of business in the Persian divan.
written by a Protestant, has been warmly com
Should we find the missionary prospects of
mended
in some quarters and condemned with
Isfahan brighter than our present hopes, one of
my companions will probably remain there dur equal warmth in others. We have not seen the
ing the winter, while the other expects to re book, but if the following extract which we copy
turn to Tahreez next autumn. It is not unlike from the American Quarterly Repository, presents
ly that I may stop some months at Isfahan, ifone
a fair specimen of the character of the work, we
of these brethren do the same, and perhaps we
may visit Shiraz in company very early next should hope that it might soon find its way, as
spring, and after sufficient delay at that place the Editor of that Journal predicts it will,
return northward by way of Keriuanshaw, Hawa
Ad locum umbrarum, somni, noctisque soporae.
iian, and Senna. This is only a plan seen dim “The proper test of the success of Christian mis
ly in the distance: the ever-changing current of
sions is a permanent impression made on the re
circumstances may separate us, or together
gions of civilization, previously devoted to idola
carry us forward by another route.
Should
try, such as was effected by the ministry of the
both of my companions return to Iabreez in
apostles, over the Roman empire and elsewhere;
the autumn, I shall probably go down to Shiraz
at least, that we might hear of converts from among
at the same time. If I am spared to reach Is
the higher castes of semi-barbarous nations and from
fahan, you may expect to hear from me again at
among men ot superior intellectual culture. The
that citv, but I now give so far as in my power,
the probabilities for the future, in order to aid, fact that none of this class,except Rainmohun Roy
as much as possible, your plans respecting the have returned from Pagan ground to show them
Persian mission. I regard it as a high provi selves on the heights of Christianity, as trophies
of modern Protestant missions, is a fair indication
dential favor, that I enjoy the company and
counsel of those more experienced than myself of the meagre fruits of these efforts.”
and who are earnestly seeking to extend the
The Treasurer of the American Bible Society
Redeemer’s kingdom. God is taking care of
me in this wav, and enabling me to report soon acknowledges the receipt of $9778 60 during
er to the American churches what are the the months of November and December last.

T H E O BSE it V E it

The hearts of all lnen are io the
hands of God, and he turneth them at pleasure as the
rivers are turned. lie can cause the wrath of man to
praise him, or the remainder of wrath he can restrain
In the history of the Plymouth colony the hand of an
overruling Providence is still more strikingly viable__
Had they, as they had purposed,been landed at New York
to all human appearance every soul of them must have fall,
en under the tomahawk. But through the treachery of
their captain, they were landed amid the chilling blasts of
winter upon the bleak and ice-bound shore of Plymouth.—.
The natives upon that coast for many miles in pxtent had
beat swept off almost to a man, by a dreadful pestilence
that had raged the previous seaaon. Consequently the
feeble, afflicted, and depressed colonists were allowed to re.
main for several months unmolested by the native lords of
the soil, their jealous and exasperated foes. And none of
good old New England custom of observing a day us I trust are so pur,blind with prejudice as not to perceive
of Thanksgiving to Almighty God.
that the destiny of this great republic was in no trifling de.
gree linked with that of the Plymouth colony. In bless
“The great end to be kept in view by us in the
ing them a merciful God has blessed us.
observance of religious festivals appointed by the
Again, when we reflect upon the history of our struggle
ihe civil authorities, is the public recognition of
for independence, how astonishing do the results appear
an overruling Providence—the acknowledging of
God in all our ways, in our social relations and in compared with the means that were used. Ilow unequaj
our individual capacities—a simultaneous expres the contest. An infant colony—a mere handful of men,
sion of dependence upon the great Parent of all, without experience, without arms, without funds, and withfor our every enjoyment, civil and religious, social out credit, asserting their violated rights, and triumphant
and individual. And it should excite our devout ly repelling the aggressions of the most powerful nation on
gratulations that a usage which, in its design, is so earth.
“If it had not been the Lord who was on our side,” we
consonant with the revealed will of God, and
which has received the sanction of so many ages, may say,—“if it had not been the Lord who was on ourside
is gradually gaining ground in our own land among when men rose up against us, then they had swallowed us
a people so signally favoured of the Lord. Bless- up quick, when their wrath was kindled against us.”
jg that people whose devout public acknowledgI would not presume to assert, that a holy God looked,
ments are, that the Lord is their God.”
with approbation upon all the means that were used, and
The writer adverts in the first division of his all the passions that were called into action by the wrongdiscourse to several particulars, in which God has ed and aggrieved party in that struggle; but that their cause
was a righteous one, and that the principles for which they
signally blessed us as a nation, and in the second
contended received the sanction and the smiles of Heaven
considers the bearing of our present position as a I cannot question.
people, upon the event of “God’s ways being made
There were many engaged in that momentous conflict
known upon earth, his saving health among all lia- j "ho felt and acknowledged their dependence upon that AL
mighty Being before whom “all nations areas nothing’
tions.”
many who like Patrick Henry publicly expressed their con
The following extract is taken from the first
fidence in that “just God who presides over the destinies i f
division of the Discourse. The remainder we> nations.”
shall reserve for our.next. We congratulate the
Franklin at a most solemn crisis in the deliberations of
new and promising Diocese of Michigan in the the first Congress, arose, as you will recollect, and moved
accession to its clerical body of one, possessing the that they proceed no further till they had unitedly bowed
intelligence, sound sense, and fervent piety of the before tfie throne of Almighty God, and implored his bless,
ing and his direction,
writer of this Discourse.
Washington was no stranger to prayer, that instrument
( Let us for a few moments transfer ourselves to a point in
which “moves the hand that moves the world.” Many a
the history of the world, two or three centuries back. Why
grove near his encampments witnessed this great man bow
is it that at this late period all civilized nations are debar ing upon his knees witfi the humility of a child: and with
red from this immense continent? While we see the love his eyes and hands and heart uplifted, fervently proving,__
of conquest still pouring the tide of its desolations upon the
“God he merciful unto us and bless us and oause his face
world—one despot demolishing the kingdom of another
to shine upon us; that thy ways may be known upon earth
that he may extend over its ruins his own sway—the em
thy saving health among all nations.” Nay more;—on that
peror of half the world eager to add to his territory a few
sweet and sacred day which commeiporates ihe resurrection
acres more at the expense of the tears and blood of millions
of the great Captain of our salvation, Washington was
the burnished arms of embattled nations gleaming in awful
seen at the holy altar, bowed at the side of the humblest
conflict for some petty province—while empire after em
rustic, and receiving the emblems of the body and blood
pire rises, declines and disappears, the red mar, without
of Him who bled and died to save the world.
arms, without defence, without skill in war,remains in un
But it was not because we or our fathers deserved such
disputed possession of this immense country.
blessings that they were given to us, but because God was
While commerce from century to century enlarges her
merciful to us. He had important purposes to accomplish
bounds, till her line extends from Britian to India, not one
through our instrumentality, and therefore he broke in sun
of her sails is seen nearing the shores of this land. Here
der the rod of the oppressor. “With his own right band
the boundless forest still waves in all its native gran and with his holy artn hath he gotten himself the victory.”
deur. Here the child of the wilderness, undisturbed by
It would be inconsistent with this occasion, and unworthy
the onset of armies, and the overthrow ol empires, on the of me, a minister of “the prince of peace” were I now to
other side of the great waters, pursues his game, voyages
say aught to arouse or to perpetuate one feeling of unkind
in his canoe, sings his war song, and dances around his ness or hostility towards one of the most noble and most
council fire. This vast territory, these exliaustless mines, magnanimous of nations. They were our brethren who
this fertile soil, these majestic rivers, these noble harbors rose up against us. They were blinded by the pride of pow
are yet reserved for some great purpose known only to infin
er. It now becomes us as an high minded, free, intelli
ite wisdom—it is kept for some higher destiny than that gent, and Christian people to forget the wrong, and to cher
to which the rest of the world has been allotted. The am ish grateful recollections of the good they have conferred
bitious spoiler is not yet permitted to plant his desolating upon mankind. Though they like Joseph’s brethren may
footsteps upon the bosom of this “land of promise”—no have been instigated by wicked passions to do us wrong.—
spiritual despotism lifts its blighting rod over this fair heri Yet God meant it for good. In the results of this strife be
tage—no fraud of rapacity fastens its iron grasp upon these tween us is not the hand of an overruling Power as appa.
countless uncoflered treasures.
rent as it was in the conduct ot the sons of Jacob towards
Now why was it thus my brethren? Can we not dis their younger bi other? From this violation of our traler.
cern the hand of a kind Providence in all this? Had this nal bonds what incalculable good has resulted to us, to them
continent been discovered and colonized a few centuries and to the world. They are our brethren still, and we will
earlier, when darkness, and superstition and tyranny held love them.
undisputed sway over nominitHy Christian countries, what
Of those peculiarities in their civil and religious institu.
rank should we now have held among the nations of the til ns which we conscientiously and intelligently regard as
earth? Italy, and Spain and Portugal and Mexico and radically defective, I need not now speak. The blotting
South America may tell us.
out of their power from the system of Christian nations
Though at a point of view some two Or three centuries would he, to the world, a most disasterous event.
back, an observer might not have been able to discover the
We have separated from eacli otfieras Abraham and Lot
reason why this country had been kept so long concealed did, when there was strife between their herdsmen. We
from civilized nations, yet a sufficient reason is made ob like Lot have chosen a great and fertile plain, “which is
vious to us. It was that civil and religious freedom might well watered every where, even as the garden of the Lord”
be permitted to do its own work here without Being oblig _ though 1 trust we have no Sodom and Gomorrah upon
ed, first to demolish the fabric or to remove the rubbish of pur borders in whose destruction we are to be involved.—
despotism. It was that the foundations of wise and righ Let there be therefore no more strife between us and them,
teous institutions might here he laid broad and deep. It hetweett our herdsmen and their herdsmen. Or rather let
was that the miserable hovels of an ignorant, oppressed our strife he to provoke each other to good works. For
starved, wretched population, might not occupy the places purposes of good, “is not the whole land before us?” In
wliivli are now covered with our large commercial cities that grand career of improvements upon which both we
and manufacturing towns—that instead of a few clusters of and they have entered, may we go forward locked arm in
rude dwellings frowned upon by the gloomy walls ot mon arm as brothers. To the great work of regenerating the
kery, beautiful and flourishing villages, with churches and world to which we are respectively sommor.ed, O may wc
school-houses, set like polished gems in then bosom, might come up “shoulder to shoulder.”
smile upon the whole face of this fair land—that instead uf
In the maintenance of many of those dearest rights of
being dotted over witfi Here and there a meager acre fleec man which are the glory of the Protestant world, these
ed by the hand of poverty, this vast field, in all its length wo nations like brothers good and true, are destined by
and breadth might yield a rich increase under the culti Providence to stand by each other till the last decisive blow
vation of independent, enterprising, virtuous and intelli is struck and the shouts of victory are heard through all the
gent yeomen, that it might tiloom as the garden of Eden earth.
and he loaded with the abundance of harvest—that here an
Without then, any other feelings than those of brother,
empire might spring up from which righteousness should ly kindness towards our mother country, let us devoutly
go forth as the morning till “God’s ways are known upon praise God to-day, that he has so overruled both the evil
earth, his saving health among all nations.
and the good purposes of men that inestimable good has re
This is the high destiny for which the land of our heri sulted to the world from our struggle for civil and reli
tage lias been reserved. * Surely in this God has been mer gious freedom.
“Let the people praise thee O God, let
ciful unto us and has blessed us. Let it be our united and all the people praise thee.”
fervent prayer to day, that our forgetfulness of God, and
(To be continued.)
our abuse of his mercies, may not debar us from that lofty
destination to which we have been called.
For the Gambier Oliserver.
The history of the colonization of our country presents ORDINATION AND CONSECRATION BY THE RT*
many striking instances of the interpositions of a merciful
REV. BP. M’COSKKYProvidence. How often was the infant colony at James
Messrs. Editors,—Our congregations at Te
town on the point apparently ot utter annihilation from
pestilence, and improvidence, and famine dire and inevita cumseh and Clinton have for a few days past been
ble, and the impetuous fury of savages. But when in their greatly cheered and refreshed, by a visit f cm Bish
last extremities; when their prospect had become most ap op McCoskry accompanied by two of the pres
palling; when death in his most hideous forms stood star
byters of 1 his Diocese.
ing them in the face, then they cried unto the Lord, and
On Friday the 27th, tve had services morning
he heard them and stretched forth his hand for their relief.
At his bidding the tempest laid aside its fury, and the and evening, Air. O’Brien preaching in the morn
frightful cloud passed away. The hand of the destroyer ing and the Bishop in the evening. On Saturday
was staid; provisions came as upon the wings of the wind; evening the Bishop preached at Clinton. The
and by means
the reach of
human foresight
the
e wholly beyond
„
---------------, Churches at Tecumseh and Clinton are under the

A Thanksgiving Discourse, delivered at Clin the Indian was calmed.

ton [Mich.) Dec. 1 1836, by Rev. Geo.
ashing ton Cole, Rector of St. Peter’s Church, Tecumseh
and of St. Patrick’s, Clinton.
We have been highly pleased with this spirited
discourse of Mr. Cole. The sentiments it exhib
its are correct, appropriate to the occasion, and
well-expressed. The discourse is founded upon
Psalm 67; 1—3. “God be merciful unto us, and
bless us, and cause his face to shine upon us.—
That thy way may be known upon earth, thy sav
ing health among all nations.
Let the people
praise thee, O God ; let all the people praise thee.”
The reverend author remarks, in reference to the
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ge u urj Which had raged in the bosom

of pastoral care of the Rev. Mr. Cole.

GAMBIER OBSERVER
On Sunday morning, St. Peter’s Church Te there are many individuals among us who do not
cumseh was consecrated, and the Rev. Air. Cole manifest in their lives and conduct that they have
found this benefit or blessing. Is not grace intended
admitted to the order of Priests. The candidate
to renew our minds; is it not given to sanctify our
was presented by the Rev. Mr. Marks, of Ann nature, to subdue our rebel wills, and to bring the
Arbor, and the sermon was preached by the Bish whole man, spirit, soul and body, into complete
subjection to the gospel of Jesus. What are we
op.
then
to infer, when the communicant, instead of
Tbes ermon was a powerful defence of Episco
bringing forth fruit to the praise and glory of Goa
pacy. Some who had never heard the argument —is known to live without secret prayer, who has
before have acknowledged themselves convinced no domestic altar in his house, and who manifests
bv this. In the afternoon the Bishop preached at an utter indifference to those spiritual exercises
Clinton, and the Rev. Mr. Mirks at Tecumseh.— which aid in forming the Christian character?—
Are not such individuals stumbling blocks in the
In the evening the Bishop preached again at Te
path ? Do they not give serious offence to the
cumseh.
Church of Christ? What can they promise them
Thus you perceive, Messrs. Editors, that our selves as the result of a mere nominal profession
young Bishop has been in labours more abundant of faith in the gospel of the Redeemer? Have
they not. reason to fear the miserable doom of the
among us. He has not only faithfully * preached
barren fig tree ? Will not the Lord of the vine
the word in season and out of season, but has visit yard say in his displeasure, “cut it down, why
cumbereth it the ground ?” What will it avail in
ed from house to house.
The services on this occasion have all been the awful day of accounts fo? the mere nominal
professor to say, “we have eaten and drunk in
well attended, and deep and lasting impressions, 1
thy presence, and thou hast taught in our
trust, have been made. The great leading truths streets?” The Saviour requires the affections of
of the Gospel have been presented clearly and im the heart, and any sacrifice that falls short of this
will not meet with acceptance.
pressively.
There are other names applied to this festi
On Sunday especially the services were peculi
val of the Lord’s Supper, and if you consult
arly impressive. The day was pleasant, and the the Acts of the Apostles, you will find it
fine sleighing afforded many at a distance an op spoken of as tlie ’breaking of bread, the principal
outward action' of the ordinance—Acts ii. 42
portunity to attend on this occasion.
Many Episcopalians from abroad evinced by their “And they continuing daily with one accord, in
the temple, and breaking bread from house to
presence a gratifying interest in the prosperity of house, did eat their meat with gladness and single
the Church. Several were present from Detroit, a ness of heart.” Acts xx. 7, “And upon the first
day of the week when the disciples came togeth
distance of nearly sixty miles.
The services in the morning occupied about three er to break breadpreached unto them, ready
to depart on the morrow; and continued his speech
hours, yet no one appeared to grow weary. The
until midnight.”
Sermon ivlfich was about one hour long was lis
There is another name given to this ordinance
tened to throughout with almost breathless atten and that is communion, and this you will find in 1
tion. The Church was crowded,and with the ex Cor. x. 16, “The cup of blessing which we bless
ception of a few individuals the whole congrega is it not the communion of the blood of Ch i t 1—
The bread which we break, is it not the commu
tion remained in during the Communion.
nion of the body of Christ?”
In the evening a large congregation again as
The Lord's Supper is a name given to the in
sembled to listen once more to the faithful and af- stitution by the apostle St. Paul, and this is the
fectionate instructions, and warnings and entreaties ; uacne which is the most peculiarly appropriate to
it. One of the most ancient names given to the
of our beloved Diocesan. The next morning the
Lord’s Supper, is the Eucharist, this is a Greek
friends of our Church who had assembled here took word, which signifies thanksgiving, and after the
leave of each other, rejoicing in all that they had administration of this ordinance in the Church we
return thanks in,that sublime hymn of praise to
seen and heard.
God which commences with the sentence, “Glory
Such an Episcopal visitation will be productive
be to God on high.” The last name which shall
of great good in various respects. It strengthens be mentioned is that of a feast, and this you will
the hands and encourages t.ie heart of the faithful find in 1 Cor. v. 7 and 8, “For even Christ our
clergyman. A high standard of doctrine and of passover is sacrificed for us; therefore let us keep
Christian character is hel l up before the people, the feus’,not with old leaven,neither with the leaven
of malice and wickedness, hut with the unleavened
by one clothed with the highest authority in the bread of sincerity and truth.” We have thus gone
church; and the members of our feeble congre over the names which are commonly applied to
gations are encouraged and cheered to perse the sacrament of the Lord’s Supper, and we will
vere in godliness and in building up the Church they close this paper with some brief remarks on the obli
gation of receiving it. The greater part of our
love.
hearers acknowledge the obligation, but they sat
The scenes of last Sunday would naturally isfy their consciences with the vain excuse that
awaken in the contemplative mind many interesting they are not ready, they are not worthy, they have
associations. As one stood at the church and saw not made up their minds to live up to the strict
as far as the eye could reach loaded sleighs, ap ness which a religious life demands. How will
’hey excuse themselves to God when the com
proaching in every direction—as he saw the mul mands of the Saviour are plainly uttered in their
titude pressing into the house of Gad—as he en ears. Do this in remembrance of me ! The Sa
tered the Church and looked around upon a dense viour poured out his soul unto death and made an
mass of intelligent and devout worshippers—as he atonement for the sins of the human race, and yet
with all this evidence of his Jove, with the know
heard their hearty responses ascending like the
ledge of his infinite compassion they are content
voice of many waters—as he joined in with the to live in disobedience to his positive injunctions.
rich and melting strains of a large choir of singers Would it not be well for them to lay seriously to
he would naturally contrast the scene around him heart the important question of the Saviour,
with what might have been witnessed here a few which conveys a keen rebuke for their guilty crim
inal indifference, flhy call ye me Master and
years since. It was but yesterday that the terrific Lord, while ye do not the things which I say!
war-whoop might have been heard here. It was May the Lord by his grace enable us all to turn
but about twelve years since that Gen. Blown, a to the Gospel of the redeemer, may we he in ear
nest to secure the prize of our high calling, the
brother of the late Gen. Jacob B. came \o this
day is far spent and the night is at hand. The
place on an exploring expedition, to look outasec- night of death cometh in which no man can work.
tion of country on which to locate himself for ffe.
Veritas.
Then there was not a family within this township
and but two or three within twenty-five miles.—
For the Gambier Observer.
Now we have within the limits of the township two
ON THE NIGHT THOUGHTS—III.
of the most beautiful and flourishing villages in
The poet expatiates on that disposition common

55

an invention as that which calls forth the beings of
From Mr. Samuel Bonnar.
the Drama and the Epic, as the Greeks often con
Stuart s Chr.stomathy, 8vo. Do Hebrew Course, 8vo.
veyed their more complicated similes in one epi Confession of Faith of the Church of Scotland, 12mo.
thet. It is scarcely possible to conceive a more
From Mr. T. B. Fairchild.
solemn and august example of this faculty than
Alexander on the Canon, I8vo.
where afterward he culls his sorrow itself into a
The Society have just embarked in the attempt to pro
separate existence, and says—
cure a Library for their use, and any contribution of books
•‘Punctual as lovers to the moment sworn—1 keep an assignation with my woe.”

or means of obtaining them will be thankfully received.
For the Society,
Charles C. Townsend, Librarian.
The power of the Greeks to which I have allud
Gambier, Jan. 23d 1837.
ed of conveying the more complicated images by a

ivord, belongs also to Young in a greater degree
than to any poet since his time, as when he ex
claims

A Card.

The Secretary of the Convention would be obliged to
any Gentleman who may have in his possession a copy o*
Much wealth how little wordlings can enjoy;
As best it babies us with endless toys.”
either or all the following Journals ofthe Convention of
And again, a finer instance—
the Church in this Diocese; and will forward them to him
“Mine” (joys, ) “died with thee, Philander; thy last sigh to be preserved for the use ofthe Convention.
Dissolved the charm: the disenchanted earth
1st. Annual Convention held in June, 1818.
Lost all her lustre. Where her glittering towers,
do
do
1819.
2d.
Her golden mountains where / all darkened down
do
do
To naked waste, a dreary vale of tears;
5th.
1822.
The great Magician's dead!”
do
do
1825.
8th.
September,
Here the whole contents of the preceding lines
1829.
do
Ilth.
—the whole power of friendship—the whole vic
JOSEPH MUENSCHER.

tory of death, are summoned up at once in the
words
“The great Magicians dead.’

’

k Nothing indeed throughout the whole poem is
more remarkable in Young than his power of con
densation. He gathers up a vast store of thought
and coins the whole into one inestimable sentence.
He compresses the porosities of language, and
imbodies a world of meaning in a single line.”
IIow amazingly powerful is the language which
he addresses to those who are trifling and careless
about the concerns of the eternal world? The
wise man has said “Boast not thyself of to-morrow
thou knowest not what a day may bring forth.” A
similar idea is'thus expressed by the poet from
whose words the quotation is taken.
In human hearts what bolder thought can rise
Than man’s presumption on to-morrow’s dawn?
Where is to-morrow? in another world,
For numbers this is certain; the reverse
Is sure to none.

RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCE.
CONSECRATIONS.

Pennsylvania.—On Monday, Oct. 24th, St. Peter’s
Church, Pike Run, Washington county, and on Friday,
October 28th, St. Paul’s Church, Oiiio township, Beaver
county, were consecrated by Bishop IL U. Onderdonk.—
These are among the primitive edifices of western Pennsyl
vania; but having been thoroughly repaired and neatly
finished, the vestries thought proper to request their being
set apart with the usual solemnities.
On Friday, Nov.4th, Christ Church Chapel.’Petersburg,
Adams county, was consecrated by Bishop H. U. Onder
donk. This neat and commodious edifice, is erected for
the congregation of Christ Church, Huntingdon, which
latter building is several miles from the town. The chapel
is about a mile from the York Springs.
On Wednesday, Dec. 7th, St. Matthew’s Church, Sun
bury, was consecrated by Bishop H. U. Onderdonk. It
is a remarkably neat structure, furnished and decorated with
much elegance and taste—Protestant Episcopalian.
Ordination. — On Thursday, October 27th in Georgetown

Georgetown, Beaver county, (Pennsylvania) the
How urgent are his entreaties to improve the Church,
Rev. William Adderly, Deacon, was admitted to the holy
present moment,,
order of Priests bv Bishop H. U. Onderdonk.
“Be wise to-day; ’tit madness to defer;
Next day the fatal precedent will plead
Thus on, till wisdom is pushed out of life;
Procrastination is the thief of time;
Year after year it steals till all are fled,
And to the mercies of a moment leaves
The vast concerns of an eternal soul.

Witli these quotations we take leave of Night 1.
AthaNasia.
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On Sunday, November 27th, in Christ Church, Phila
delphia. the Rev. Caleb S. Henry, Deacon, wa,s admitted
to the holy order of Priests, by Bishop II. U. Onderdonk.
—• Protestan t Episcopulia n.

Chances—Rev. Charles T. Taliaferro, late of Lunen
burg county, Va. lias accepted an invitation to take
charge ofthe church in Martinsburg, Berkley county, Va.
N. Churchman.
The Rev. Charles Mason, Deacon of this city (Boston)
lias been elected Rector of St. Peter’s Church, Salem, and
we understand has accepted the invitation.
From the Churchman,
THE GERMAN EriSCOPAL CHURCH.

be the onward path, towards the light, not the backward
movement, to utter darkness.—British Mag.

GENERAL INTELLIGENCE.
Dickinson College.—The number of Law Students is 9,
seniors 6, juniors 1-1, sophomores 24, freshmen 48, pursu
ing a partial course 10, pupils in the grammar school 133,
total 244. The necessary expenses for a collegiate year are
$127, embracing fees, hoard, fuel, lights and washing.
The libraries belonging to the college and literary socie
ties amount to 8,500 volumes.
A New College__ A Charter has been obtained for the
erection of a Literary Institution under the style of The
Southern Baptist College, in the town of Washington
3. C. — Chr. Wutchman.
Michigan.— 1 he National Intelligencer says:—The bill
for the admission ol the State of Michigan into the Union
having received the approbation of the President and be
come a law, the Senators, Messrs. Lvon and Norvell, and
the Representative, Mr. Crary, of the new state, have ta
ken their seats in their respective houses. Thus the num
ber of the American Family of States lias been precisely
doubled since the epoch of th-' indip. s det ce of the ori-’inal
thirteen.
Departure of Santa Anna__ Gen. Santa Anna, accom
panied by his aid, Col. Almonte, and Capi. Tatnall, of
the United States Navv, left Washington on the 24th ult.
lor Norfolk. They emhar. e 1 there in theUnited States ship
Pioneer for Vera Cruz. The Washington correspondence
of the Journal of Commerce says; that a special minister
will go out with Santa Anna on board the Pioneer, charg
ed with an offer of mediation by our government between
Mexico and Texas.
In the case of Henry White, indicted for burning tha
Treasury, the Jury has returned a verdict of guiltv.
The expunging resolution of Mr. Benton passed the
S.mate on the 16th of January, by a majority of 5.
It is said that 20 infant schools are now established in
Paris, at which, 30,700 children receive instruction;
Cargoes of wheat brought to this country from Great
Britain, iiave paid a profit of nearly one hundred per
cent.
A studentof Bowdoin college has bad a set of “.Scott's
Commentaries on the Bible,” taken from him “on execu
tion,” and sold at auction to pay a fine for not training.
Col. Austin, founder of the 'Texas colony, died at Co
lumbia, Texas, on the 26th of December. He was a na
tive of Connecticut.
Abolition of the Slave Trade in Portugal.—The Evening
Transcript of this cityi copies from a London paper, tlie
gratifying intelligence that the Portuguese Ministry had
presented to the Queen a decree for the Abolition of the
Slave Ttade, and it had received the royal sanction.
It
imposes imprisonment and heavy fines upon any of her
subjects engaged directly or indirectly in the ttade, and it
states that all Portuguese seamen found on board slave ves
sels, will be condemned to serve four years in toe navy with
out pay—Chr. Witness.
The Board of Trade at New York have voted unani
mously to memorialize Congress for the establishment of a
National Bank.
According to tables in the American Almanac, for this
year, there are in Europe forty-nine reigning sovereigns of
whom seventeen belong to the Lutheran Church, six to the
Reformed, six to the Evangelical, one to the Episcopal,
seventeen to the Roman Catholic, one to the Greek Cath
olic, one is a Mohammedan. The King of Saxony is a
Catholic, though the greater part of his subjects are Pro
testants; the reverse is the case with the King of Belgium;
and the King of Greece is a Roman Catholic, though his
people are chiefly of the Greek Church. — Christian Wit
ness.
The loss of Property by the fire at St John’s N. B. is
estimated by the St. John’s Observer atabout £220,000 or
$800,000. A letter from St. John’s published in the New
Ha ven Herald estimates the loss at £300,000, Insurance
about £60,000. The writer says.—“ faking the popula
tion and extent of this city, and comparing the same with
New York, I think this is the greatest and most distressing
lireol the two. It is supposed equal to ten thousand bar
rels of flour have been destroyed, that is, reckoning the
quantity of wheat not ground, and rye and corn meal__
Mercurg.
Health of the President. — Letters from Washington,
says the New York Commercial Advertiser, announce that
th President was again visited with hemorrhage of the
lungs on the 21st ult. The attack was so severe as to re
vive the apprehensions that he would scarce survive till the
close of his term. He was however mending again at the
last advices.
Singular. — A fancy ball was given in the State Lunatic
Hospital, Worcester, in which forty lunatics figured with
remarkable propriety! We should judge that the amuse
ment was much more appropriate for the inmates of a hos
pital, than for those who considered themselves rational.—
Presbyterian.

Mr. Editor,—I was gratified to learn, by a paragraph in
Avails of portraits sold at Cleveland,
$24 00 the Churchman, of the 15tb of January, that a German
Episcopal congregation bad been organized in this.city__
do
at Gambier,
2 00 It may add to the interest already excited on this subject,
Oct. 1- From Harcourt Parish weekly
to state some additional circumstances connected with
this benevolent enterprise. On Friday, Dec. 9, 1836, a
offerings for Sept, Genl. purposes, 7 14
meeting was held at the house of Dr. J. D. Fitch (who
Missions, 1 00
has zealously exerted himself in this cause) to take the sub
Education, 6 16
ject into consideration. At the meeting the Rev. James
14 30 C. Richmond was requested by Mr. George Mills, the
“ Rev. J. Williamson, Ed.
5 00 lay reader to the congregation recently organized, and the
other gentlemen present, to officiate and preach in the Ger
“
“ W. II. Newman scholarship
50 00 man language on Cbristinas-day. He il-d so and adminis
“ Trinity Ch. Newark, missions
15 87 tered the Lord’s Supper to about sixty Germans, who had
“ St. Paul’s, Mt. Vernon do
40 00 never before received it at the bands of an Episcopal cler
gyman. They joined villi fervor in all the services, and
“ Rev. B. 1. Haight, scholarship
50 00 although some fears were entertained that the novelty of
Nos.
Harcourt parish Gambier w.
the liturgy to them would occasion objections, some of
them made the striking remark at the conclusion »bat every
offerings for Oct. Genl. purposes, 18 64
thing in the service was Christian (Christ ih ) The whole
Education, 6 35
manner of the congregation was devout, and it was espe
24 99 cially delightful to observe the heartiness with which they
“ C. C. Trowbridge scholarship
70 00 sung, almost without exception. It was, indeed, the fuli“ Grace Ch. Philadelphia Missions, 1 25 00 souled tide of Christian melody, poured forth, we believe
from sincere and earnest hearts. As far as we are inform
Dec.
“ Harcourt parish w. offerings for
ed, this was the first time that the entire services, with the
Nov. Genl. purposes,
II 21
communion of our Church, has been solemnized in the
-German language in the United States, with one excep
Education,
6 58
17 79 tion. The exception referred to is this,- the same clergy
FOREIGN.
man officiated, preached, and administered the holy com
“ St. Paul’s Chilicothe month
Santa Anna, it is said has been out lawed by the Mex
munion to nearly one hundred Germans in Illinois, in
ly offerings for Missions,
1837.
15 00 March, 1835. Roman Catholic, as well as Lutheran and ican government, and Busiamcnte who was exiled by San
Jan.
'• Canfield Weekly offerings,
I 00 Reformed Germans, partook together of the communion ta Anna, has returned, and will succeed him as President
on that occasion.
of the Republic. Bustamente is more a tool of the
“ Ed. and Miss. Society, St. Paul’s
The difficulty of officiating without the Prayei-book priests than was even Santa Anna, and as the priests have
Steubenville for Education 1835-6 60 00 translated into the German and the demand for it in the large resources, md.are bitteriyopposed to the indcpetidaceof
the Church at the West,especially, induced Mr. Richmond Texas, it is probable money will be found to carry on the
“ do
St. James’ Cross Creek,
for
do
40 00 with the Rev. Palmer Dyer, then of Illinois, and the Rev. war. The New Orleans Courier says, “It is reported that
Dr. Upfold, of Pittsburg, to present the matter to the loans have already been raised to support his government
“ Christmas offering St. Paul’s
General Convention of 1835. A committee was appoint that he will leave Mexico with an army amounting to 16.
Steubenville for Ed. and Mis
ed by that body, and Mr. R. is now occupied in preparing 000, and that be has sworn extermination to all Texians.”
sions,
21 00 the morning and evening prayer with the litany, to suit Mercury.
the alterations of the American Church, from a translation
“ Avails of portraits sold in Philadel
The loss of the French Army in the unsuccessful at
ofKuper.in Bagster’s Polyglot Prayer-book of the church
phia from Rev. Mr. Suddards,
50 00 of England. Mr. George Mills a non episcopal minister, tempt on Constantine,"is stated to amount in killed, woun
Michigan viz. Tecumseh and Clinton. And in .to all mankind to paint the future with colours of
ded
and missing, to 758. Another expedition it was ex
“ IE Mcllvaine Esq. for Education, 20 00 is preparing to enter our Church; and most of his former ’
pected would soon be sent to repair the injured honor of
these villages we have two Churches, as neat and \ie most glowing and vivid character. The day
congregation
are
now
patiently
waiting
for
the
appearance
!
“ St. James Zanesville for Missions,
50 00
deams of hope continually allure us on, and we
of the German Prayer-book. It was thought best, at the | the French arms.
beautiful, perhaps, as can be found in all the West
“ St. Paul’s Akron
do
5 00 meeting at Dr. Fitch’s, for their accommodation, to print I
In the mean time a change of Ministry in France appear
exhaust all the energies of our minds in seeking
ern country. IIow important then that missiona format which is above our grasp and which may
" Rev. E. Boyden in full of scholar
in the form of a tract, the morning and evening prayer, ed probable.
The attempted Revolution in the Banda Oriental had
ries should be sent to all the villages in this dio nevir come within our reach.
ship,
35 00 and the litany. They will appear this week. It is un
derstood that another clergyman of our Church, the Rev. been completely put down:
“ St. James’ Piqua weekly offerings
cese where our service can be commenced. Pray
“Our waking dreams are fatal, how I dreamt
L. Bayard, is raising the means for the publication of
Accounts from Peru and Bolivia to the end of August
for 6 months ending Dec. 31, 1836
0 things impossible! ( could sleep do more?)
four thousand copies of the Church Catechism, which has inform us that the former republic has been divided into
ye the Lord of the harvest to send forth laborers
(f joys perpetual in perpetual change!
also been adapted to our Prayer-book. T.ius we cannot two independent States called North Peruvian State, and
for Education, 1 25
Oj stable pleasures oil the tossing wave !
into his harvest.
Yours affectionately
doubt that a way has been opened to feed a portion of the South Peruvian State, forming, in connexion with Bo
Missions,
15 58
Efrnal sunshine in the storms of life!
spiritually destitute; and from this beginning we trust that livia, a Federation, under the protection of Gen. Santa
W.
- 16 83 the German Protestant Episcopal Church in the United Cruz, who has long been president of Bolivia, President
Hw richly were my noontide fancies hung
Wlh gorgeous tapestries of pictur’d joys?
St. Pauls association Green
States will extend her arms throughout the land; and thou Orbegoso, who on his election to that office was President
Joj behind joy, in endless perspective,
sands, not many years hence, will be gathered into the one of the whole of the Peruvian Republic, is now styled,
ville after sermon by Rev.
For the Gambier Observer.
lil at Death’s toll, whose restless iron tongue
fold
under the one great Shepherd.
“Citizen Luis Jose Orbegoso, General of Division of the
A. Guion, for Missions,
3 75
LETTERS TO A YOUNG COMMUNICANT.— NO II.
Clls daily for his millions ata meal,
In order that your readers may be impressed with the National Army, Grand Marshall of the South Peruvian
Harcourt parish weekly offr.
Sorting I woke, and found myself undone.
Feb.
great
importance
of
the
subject,
the
following
extract
has
State Genera! of Division ol the Armies of Bolivia, Pro
The last instructions on the due improvement of
Vhere now my frenzey’s pompous furniture?
been made from a discourse on the German population in visional President of the North Peruvian State, &c. &cj
for Dec. and Jan. for Genl.
the sacred feast of love which the Saviour institut
file cobweh’d cottag^vith its ragged wall
the
United
States,
delivered
the
31st
July
last,
in
the
Cen

&c.
”— Mercurg.
Diocesan purposes,
27 69
ed in the night in which he was betrayed, were
Of mould’ring mud is royalty tome,
tral Presbyterian Church in Broome street New York, by
The
memorable night of the 13th of November, was
Education,
14
98
\The spider’s most attenuated thread
Herman Bokum, licentiate of the Lutheran Church__ anxiously wat bed by the Parisian Astronomers, for the
chiefly intended to impress upon your mind the
Is cord, is cable, to man’s tender tie
Missions,
1 77
Mr. B. says, “There are in this city 30,000 Germans; annual return, of what we sh 41 take the liberty to denomi
important duty of prayer to God for the effusion
t>n earthly bliss, it breaks at every breeze.
------ 44 44 Pennsylvania has 500,000 inhabitants who are of German nate the Asteroids of Professor Olmstead, of New Haven.
of his grace,and thedevout reading of the Bible as
descent, and speak only the German language.” In Ohio
Hiv
important is the admonition of one who had
Total, $800 79 the German settlers abound to such a degree, that the Gov It is admitted 150 shooting stars were counted, but nothing
a means of instruction in the things that belong
ol the shower seen in America the first year, nor the nu
There have been received in the same time for the Gen ernment has sent to Germany for teachers.
Probably merous brilliant meteors seen at that time every year since
to our peace. we now proceed in a continuation of lean, wisdom in the school of experience.
‘
beware
what
earth
calls
happiness;
beware
throughout
the
Union
more
than
a
million
and
a
half
of
eral Missionary Society,
the subject to present to you some of the names by
in our country.—English paper.
A joys but joys that never can expire.
Germans are to be found.
From Harcourt Parish Gambier for Foreign
which the festival has been called:
France.—The death of Charles X. brings Louis Philip,
Wo builds on less than an immortal base
Missions,
$8 93|
pe one step nearer the affections of the loyalisis; and the
foj as beseems, condemns bis joys to death.
And first, it is called in our catechism the sacra
Romanism in Michigan.—The Roman Catholic church wisdom of his government (a wisdom which partakes much
African Miss.
1 64 are about to build a College and epi-copal residence
ment—the sacrament ofthe Lord’s Supper. ’‘Some
“On\great merit in Young” says Bulwer in his
more of the subtlety of the serpent than of the harinlessChina do
25 on the land they own in Detroit. The Seminary will be ness of the dove) shows him to be, at le»sty?Z to reign, over
derive it,says Bickersteth, from sacramentvm mili- conversing witli an ambitious student in ill
four
stories
high,
with
a
lofty
spire
and
clock.
Its
length
Gr. Missions,
1 05
tare, the military oath of fidelity among the Ro health, \n(j one greatcauseof his exaggeration is
such discordant elements as those which compose Modern
will be 310 feet, and it will be built adjoining the present France. The French remind one of the old fable ol the
mans, and so consider it as representing our sol his habit f embodying feelings, his fondness of
Syra do
4 92 Cathedral.
frogs: the harmless King Log is exchanged for a king who
For instance,
emn dedication of ourselves to be faithful soldiers personifyik
St. Philip’s College,which the Roman Catholics already will keep them in order at any price. I he late affair at
have,
two
miles
from
Detroit,
is
to
be
enlarged
to
the
of Christ.” The question is asked in the catechism
From St. James Piqua, African M.
1 00
Strasbourg, in which the son ol the ex-king of Holland,
My hopes and fears,
breadth of 600 feet, and a line of omnibusses established and nephew of Napoleon, attempted to excite revolt, has
“What meanest thou by this word sacrament ?—
Start up igrined and o’er life’s narrow verge
Greek do,
1 50
to run to it from the city.
only
tended to rivet faster the chains with which Louis
Look
do«
—
on
what?
a
fathomless
abyss.
And the answer is, “I mean an outward and visi
------ 2 50
Philippe binds his own supremacy on the nation. We
His vivifyil the dread inmates of the human
ble sign of an inward and spiritual grace, given un
Less than 500 years since the New Testament sold for may here observe in celebrating masses for the repose of
M T. C. WING, 7’r.
vL. the Dark Invisible a shape and
nearly $200; now it can be purchased for 10 cents.
to us ordained by Christ himself as a’ means heart and givL
souls, under the existing d fficulties of performing such
the above passage.—
services, occasioned by the death of Charles X. Lest any
whereby we receive the same,and pledge to assure action is singu\r]y fine
The Leighton Society of the Theological Seminary
Reform among the Jews__ The valuable tracts called services for the dead might he construed into services for
us thereof.” When we cozne then to the Lord’s Again
gratefully acknowledges the following contributions of “Old Paths” have been frequently rucntioue.j, as shewing the deceased ex-king, the clergy are forbidden to celebrate
T bought huA
Ath
thought—too busy for my peace
table, we come to receive the sacred emblems ol
the nature of rahbinism, and exposing its inorrj effects in a such services, and the fires of purgatory must continue to
I hrougli the dlL postern of Time long elapsed,
books to their Library.
redeeming love, and by their instrumentality grace
way hitherto unknown. That they have been extensively torment their victims till the existing clerical panic has
Led softly by thVtj]|ness „f the night,
From Rev. Professor Muenscher.
read among the Jews is well known: and it is probable passed away. Nevertheless one of the Parisian journals
is communicated to our souls. Should not this
Led like a murdl,r_____
Horne’s Introduction 4 vols. 8vo. 1 Prayer Book of that they have hastened, if not produced, a very curious announces the important information, that although l'black
fact fill our minds with love and reverence ?—
, A—meets the ghosts
step, which has been taken by some influential and rich
Of my departed jo,.
Should we not diligently try and examine ourselves
the Church of England, 8vo, Newcotne’s Eng. Harmo. Jews of the Portuguese Synagogue, in London. They masses,, will not lie allowed, “white masses," will be cele
There is a dim an^pofchral life breathed into ny of the Gospel, 8vo. Epistles of the New Testament, have presented a petition to the Synagogue, that the Oral brated in all thechurches of Paris for the departed prince!
and see whether we are in the possession of those
but it forbears to name the hours of the service; lest it
qualifications which are essentially necessary to the thought that wandi^ and the joy itmeets, ,that Latin version 8vo. Percy’s Key to the New Testament, Law may be given up, and all marks of rabbinistn ex should excite popular tumult. We are not sure we under
punged
from
their
service.
Of
course,
the
petition
was
stand
this distinction between black and white, although we
render us worthy partakers of those holy myste belongs only to the high\t order of creative poe- 18 vo.
rejected: but it is said that they who presented it intend think we do ; we will, however, let our doubts on this allries 7 When we come to the Lord’s table we pro try: and sometimes a fewijnes testifying of this
From Mr. Norman W. Putman.
to separate. If they do, let them beware of falling, like important point plead our apology for not entering upon
fess to come for a benefit and a blessing, and yet sublime power will show
prolific and exuberant
the reformed Jews of Germany into deism. Let theirs the disquisition of these knotty points.—Brit. Mag.
Bishop Mcllvaine’s Evidences of Christianity 8vo.
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is very extensively spoken, but, it n>sy be found
United States. It is laid in the mathematics, ought never to be very large or crowded with interior, it is better to make the pulpit and gal however,
to be of very general use.-—Liberia Ihralrl,
the classics, and philosophy. But the methods ornament in the interior; especially should mas lery very simple, and to finish the ceiling with
of securing a due degree of study, oo the part of sive columns be avoided. The same remarks a proper cornice, if the funds of the society
ANTIQUITIES.
From the Christian Watchman.
The most common
the young men, are widely different. In the apply to the Episcopal churches of the United are not enough for both.
M. L. Ross, a German srwiod now directing
VARYING ASPECTS OF NATURE.
English universities, the student is left much States, it is not to be expected that this form deformity in our churches, is the roof, which is es executing in the capital of Greece, has published in O
BY REV. S. P. HILL.
more to himself, and his studies are more di of worship should be found here, attended with generally so steep as to appear exttemely un Kunsblatt of Stultgard the result of his discoveries.
In spring iast, the excavations commenced 18'montli‘s
rected to general results than with us. He at the same pomp and splendor as in England.— couth and heavy. Every effort should he made before io a garden contiguous to the I’irein, were resumed,
’Tis midnight! and in silence, rest
to
obviate
this.
In
Grecian
buildings;
the
roof
lhere
is
no
need
of
a
choir
in
our
Episcopal
tends
upon
the
stated
instructions
of
the
Pro

Its shadows, o’er a slumbering world,
andseveral large Grecian basso-relievos,.of exquisite work,
fessors of his college; but the greater part of churches; nor is the cathedral service daily should be made as flat as those ol the classical man-hip. belonging to funeral monuments were discover
A seal on wearied eyes is prest,
his work is done by hirfiself, or under the eve chaunted in them as in the minsters of England. models, and covered with lead or zinc, to guard ed. Some of tliose sculptures are four or five feet in
And mystic dreams are round them curl’d;
and rival in beauty the fragment of the frieze ofthe
of
his private tutor, and with reference to a dis 1 he Catholics of the United States are not num - it from the weather. The difference in expense height,
"The watchman walks his lonely way,
Parthenon found a short time ago. A number of small
will
not
be
great,
and,
to
secure
this
beauty,
tant examination. The consequence is, that his emus or wealthy enough to rear edifices worthy
er has-o-relievos, and plain stones covered with flue ctrar.
The stars their peaceful vigils keep ;—
learning is.,profound, and integral. He has made of their superb ritual; and they have, at the many of the ornaments which are common in acters, have been likewise dug up. It is supposed, from
But vain the watch, and vain the ray,
himself, so far as his powers permit, thoroughly same time, so many models abroad for their our churches had better he abandoned. The the orthography and form of the inscriptions, that these
But for those eyes that never sleep.
master of it, and can command all his resources churches, that any advice from us would seem Gothic roof is much steeper than the Grecian; objects date from the time of the prosperity of the arts in
Greece. 1 he tombs having been opened and plundered
All do net rest;—the livelong night,
at a moment’s warning, before he ventures to superfluous. 'There are some considerations, hut at the same time this beautiful style pro at
a very remote period, contained only a few lachrymatory
The anxious mother tends her child;
enter the lists for university honors. His amhi however, which may be of service, to the ma vides an expedient for concealing the roof, and vases. It is thought that the violation of these monu
Here, death maintains his feaiful fight;
tion is addressed by motives of almost irresisti jority of Christians in erecting churches. In obviates the unpleasant effect produced by it.— ments took place at the time when Philip Ilk, Kingof
There, conscience wakes with tortures wild,
ble strength. He is in the midst of a society, the first place, we earnestly recommend to all We are not aware, that in any instances in our Macedon, invaded Attica, about 2,000 years ago, and laid
No mortal eye regards the strife,
consisting of the flower of British youth, in rank societies who are preparing to build, however country the architect has availed himself of this waste the whole country, without sparing temples or
tombs, according to the assertions of Titus Liviusand DiNo hand the sting from misery draws,
wealth, and talent. He is under the protection small and insignificant their edifice is to he, to advantage, which the Gothic offers; and yet we cdo.-u .
of an institution, venerable for its age, and il employ an architect to make a regular plan, and think that many ofthe usual ornaments had bet
While one by one the chords of life
The excavations along the eastern front of the Parthe
lustrious for the mighty names that adorn its re then to abide strictly by the plan. The plague ter he sacrificed in order to secure this. A Go non (lave been completed, and the remains of the Chris
Break throughout nature’s solemn pause.
cords. If he becomes a senior wrangler, that of architects, and the destruction of symmetry thic church is generally divided into three ais tian altar, erected between the columns of the Pion.are
now demolishing. Unfortunately, no sculptured object
PAWN.
honor places him for a year at the head ol Eng and elegance in our churches, is the disposition les, which are distinguished by the piers or col has been found to match the figures of the front. Two
Bot see! on yonder mountain’s height,
lish students: if he gains a fellowship, lie is rank so universally prevalent, either to go to work umns which go from the floor to the ceiling.— j trunks, the one of a child and the other of a man, have
The opening beam of morning breaks,
ed, for life, in an illustrious body of scholars, without any plan, or to modify the original one. To correspond to these, the roof should he di- J been dug up, but it is probable tliose statues do not belong
And skies are blushing with the light
free from the cares of the world, and at leisure Were a committee of gentlemen, unacquainted vided into two portions; the slope should begin to the front.
The searches made opposite to the Propylea have led
That earth to new-born beauty wakes;—
to cultivate every branch of letters, in the full with painting, to attempt to alter and improve as usual at the eaves, and be carried up till it
to the discovery of another fragment of a curious inscrip
O’er vale and hili, through glade and grove,
est exercise of his genius. On the other hand, one of Allston’s pictures, each one adding or covers the side aisles, here it should he inter tion, containing a note of the costs of the construction of
On its glad way the day-spring goes,
the inviting distinctions of church and state erasing to suit his own taste, it may easily be rupted by a wall rising perpendicularly over the Erecliteion. This fragment presents a statement of the
open in brilliant perspective. What more does imagined what an effect would be produced; piers, and supporting the remaining part of the sums laid out in erecting the scaffolding for putting up the
And smiles of joy, and life, and love,
he want? But the British universities are no yet this would hardly be more absurd, than the roof. When the roof is thus divided, the lower pillars of the vestibule and painting the walls. In the
With all its soft’ning radiance, throws.
lower part of the trench, a great number of steps, be
doubt, too scholastic in their course of study various alterations made by building commit portion is nearly concealed by the battlement; longing to the great staircase of the Propylea, have been
Now mounts the lark on cheerful wing,
and modes of instruction. Changes, required tees in the plans of architects. It should be and the upper part is too narrow to produce a cleared, so that it can be nearly restored to its primitive
Now drops the dew from leaf and flower,
by the spirit of the times, are not readily intro remembered, that, in general, alterations must had effect. Besides this, with such a root the state.
While nature’s thousand voices sing,
The most important discovery at least for the learned
duced and some exclusive regulations, originat either cost more than to follow the plan, or else ceiling is of course higher over the middle than
Their welcome to this happy hour,
the side aisles, and being ribbed and arched is world, is that of a large fragment of a long inscription,
the beauty of the building must he sacrificed.
ing
in
an
unenlightened
age
still
remain
to
dis

likewise relative to the public works, and which contains an
While man, whose warm and living heart,
It is extremely desirable that our churches very imposing. We doubt whether it is expe inventory, drawn up by the inspectors of tliose works of
grace the present.
Is with more emphasis, addrest,
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
should be made of some more durable material dient for us to employ, in the construction of the objects left by them to their successors on resigning
Goes forth to labor’s daily part,
In our universities, the honors are awarded than wood, of which the most ot them consist.— our churches; an order which depends so much their functions. This inscription deserves to he published
Till evening brings its wished-for rest.
according to daily recitations; and examinations Stone or brick may be had in every part of the upon ornaments for its effect, as the Gothic.— and examined, and afac sind/e has been accordingly fbrwar<>h to
ded to Professor
Bceekh of Berlin, who has undertaken to
... build
......... Gothic
........... ~ explain
it
have but a slight effect on the general results, country. The Quincy granite is easily obtain We are not. yet rich enough
TWILIGHT.
churches; nor is theie a single example in the ’ According to that inventory, most of the objects mened
for
all
towns
upon
or
near
the
sea-coast,
and
by
which
the
scale
of
rank
is
formed.
This
IIow softly still the air is now !
method secures a degree of punctuality and forms a very elegant material. We like it es United States which does justice to this noble tinned as having been deposited in the arsenal proceeded
In every flower and leaf around,
prompt attention to daily duties, which leads pecially, rough hewn; as in Trinity Church.— style. If, however, we are to have it, let us be- j from the works of the Skenotbeque, a monument built by
How beautiful creation’s brow,
til,K: of
Among those objects is
to habits of mind of the highest importance in Granite and slate quarries abound throughout gin io the right way, and build really Gothic
IIow soothing every sight and sound !
1
■
i e xr
i
i
-.i a trialu uh us, m painted wood, intended no doubt to serve as
tlui‘arcl)itectt as H,so ,nodels of lik>s wlth u.
New-England; besides which there are quarries edifices, instead of Yankee meeting-houses with a
the
business
of
life.
But
it
does
not
secure
a
That setting sun’s last trembling ray,
profound knowledge of the subjects taught, or of marble and free-stone, the most beautiful ma Gothic Ornaments on them, which we have now. ) ons heads, (perhaps figured in btass relievo) and tiles
Now lingering on the distant spires,
give the power of taking broad and general terial for churches which we have ever seen.— Let it be remembered; that pointed arches can- 1 of which the edges were adorned with a painted flower
How tranquilly it fades away
views in science and literature. It makes the If the churches are composed of such durable not alone constitute this style; and that all the work.
It is now well ascertained that the Greeks were in the
?±nd ’mid a scene of love expires.
mind adroit, rather than powerful, and fills it substances they are less expensive in the end. common ornaments, the mullions, tracery, foli habit of printing the outside of their monuments. It is
age,
transoms,
clustered
pillars,
battlements,
So sinks the Christian to his rest,
with fragments of the body of knowledge-rather as they require much less repair-, and, it proper
to be regreted that no vestiges, except part of the foun
than with the noble spirit of knowledge. Books ly built, may last for centuries. Besides this, parapets, spires, minarets, crockets, buttresses, dation, of the Skenotbeque of Philo, and a few trlylyphi
So sweetly calm, so purely bright,
are thought too much of, and subject ton little. there are associations and sentiments connect niches, canopies, are wasted, if they are attach done over with stucco, and several coats of paint, have been
And we with all his worth imprest,
The time we give to academic studies is too ed with ancient buildings, which cannot be call ed to a huge unseemly barn like the one in discovered. But in continuing the searclies round the
Stand gazing on his lingering light.
royal stores of the Pirasus, other remains will no doubt be
short, and the studies themselves are too many. ed up by those of our own age. We have a na Cambridge. The Gothic depends, not less than brought. It was in digging the foundation of those stores
No terror marks his last decay,
If English universities are too tenacious of old tural reverence for antiquity. We regard an the Grecian, for its beautyr on form and pro that the curious stone inventory above referred to was found
No shadows cloud his evening skies,
methods and antiquated courses, ours are too edifice over which ages have rolled with a res portion. A church built in this style should oil a neck of land near the Piraeus.
» But heaven and earth combine to say,
The inscription solves a question long debated by archae
ready
to yield before “the march of mind.’’ The pect we cannot feel for those of our own time. he much greater in length than in breadth. A
Sweot is the scene when virtue dies.”
ologists. Grecian vases having been found among the
fantastic experiments made by some of our col True, we Americans have but little opportunity steeple is not necessary; hut, if it is resolved ruins of ancient Adria, in lstria, the learned inquired what
NIGHT.
leges, in obedience to what is respectfully de to experience these feelings; hut we are certain- upon, let it be well-shaped rather than highly connexion could have existed between Adria and Attica--—
That lovely moon ! that lovely moon!
nominated public sentiment, remind us of the tainly not less affected with veneration for what ornamented, and we should prefer that the the inscription removes all doubts on that head, for it menHow still its radiance downward creeps,
ever antiquities we do possess, than other na building should be without a steeple, rather than j tions the decrees of the people relative to the sending out
fable of the old man, his son, and ass.
he deprived of buttresses. It is also highly de- I
11 col<,liy t(> Adria, under the orders of a chief named
And on ‘the extended landscape thrown,
A word or two more about the government tions for the remains which are found among
Miltiades, in the year 325 before the Christian era.—IWtrIn soft and trembling beauty sleeps.
cf students at cqllege, and we have done. The them. A peculiar sacredness, however, seems sirable to introduce the division ot' ihe roof to cury.
Above! around ! ’tis silence all!
young man at college is a very peculiar being. io invest ancient churches, where our forefathers which we have alluded above, as this adds great
No sound is heard of moving thing,
Apart from the general Characteristics of his have met and worshipped; where the voice of ly to the effect both externally anti in the inte-! Egyptian Antiquities. — An exhibition of great interage, he is subject to several influences that be eloquence anti the solemn strains of music have rior. Asyet, stained windows are hardly known jest is about to he opened in London, consisting cf 612
Save of the distant water-fall,
in our country; and still if our congregations ; Egyptian antiquities, most ot »li c i are very unique.—
long to his condition alone. He has arrived at been heard for ages; around whose walls repose would sacrifice some of the luxuries ofthe pews f ,
And ripple of the night-bird’s wing.
m
" !e,"?,k:,bIe
t‘,e ei,r|y
in
their
last
sleep
those
friends
whom
the
closest
a period, when he is neither boy nor man. His
,,
,
. .
,
. .
iriiHistory ot mankind, their occupations, pursuits, habits and
How calm ! how beautiful the scene,
ties
have
endeared
to
us.
We
may
comprehend
gallery, and pulpit, they might afford lhis pre- lito-nm-e. One of the mummies—a female, found at
voice has lost the treble of the child, without
As those soft lustres o’er us move.
deepening into the bass of manhood. His pas how much the value of our sacred edifices would cions ornament, which we prize more than any Thebes, is of an extraordinary character; the wrappers are
Then fall between the opening green,
The entirely covered with hieroglyphic inscriptions and designs.
sions are beginning to sweep over him with tre he increased by age,-if we imagine the Pilgrim that adorns the sacred edifices abroad.
effect of one large window of stained glass can s.he is in a 'vold; a(n. Egyptian library Another is a priest,
Upon us from a world of love.
mendous energy. He has noble, hut undisci fathers to have built upon the shore of Ply ,
,
-iii
ii.-.
also very remarkable. — On Ins bead is a a tray with five
Each vale and hill, each tree and flower,
plined impulses. lie is capableof generous at mouth a church, no matter how rude, of suffi hardly be conceived by those who have not wit- I h)(lves ()r ca,.es of l)lu,a(i) intimati tli:it the miracle of the
And every object nature knows,
tachments, and is a boisterous friend to liberty cient strength and durability to be in preserva nessed it; and if the money, which it would New Testament was associated with the priestly office and
offering of )7read. This collection is said to lie of im
Feels the sweet influence of this hour,
whence there is danger, that his love of liberty tion at this time. With what veneration should cost, could be saved by building the pulpit of the
mense importance to the learned and curious, and must be
And bathes in its serene repose.
will sometimes get the better of his love of or we regard such an edifice; how carefully should pine, instead of mahogany, by having the organ examined to be appreciated.—N. Y. Obs.
•
*
*
*
•
der. If he has brought with him tendencies to we protect it; how eagerly should we enter the in a cheap case, and by lining the pews with
God of creation’s changing scene!
perverseness, and folly, their developement now sacred precincts, hallowed bv the memory of moreen instead of velvet, we think it would
Population or Upper Canada.—The Quebec Gazette
How glorious in thy works thou art!
becomes exttemely active.
The days have the mighty dead; with what emotions should much better he expended on so noble a deco of the ICkli contains a tab e showing the population of
Upper Canada at three different periods,
But oh ! what shadows lie between
come for him, which a friend of ours once call we listen to our orators, if their eloquence were ration.
April 1834—320,737.
We cannot dismiss the subject of churches
Thy glory, and my wandering heart;
'
ed “the agonizing days of puppyhood.” His heightened by the recollections and associations
«
1835—339,912.
I cannot in this distance see
vanity puts forth with a vigorous growth. Hav which would arise in such a temple! It may be without offering a word upon the arrangement
“
183G—385.312.
ofthe
singing
seats.
These
are
generally
in
the
received
as
a
truth,
that,
if
a
church
be
so
con

But feeble glimpses of thy face.
Being
an
increase
of
25,400
in the year ending last
ing been all his life before completely controll
April.
front
of
the
gallery
opposite
the
pulpit,
the
structed
as
to
defy
the
inroads
of
time,
every
Yet draw me daily nearer thee,
ed, he thinks he ought now to be exempted from
most prorninev.t and exposed situation in the
And heaven, thy holy dwelling-place.
all control, and, by a process of juvenile logic, revolving year will add to its value.
The situation of a church, particularly in the building. The organ is usually placed imme
becomes to regard all who are placed over him
For Sale,
as his natural enemies. He takes offence at country, is also to be carefully attended to. If diately behind the first row of seats, leaving on
EDUCATIONAL.
The new, neat and convenient Frame
ly
a
narrow
space
between
the
keys
and
the
something done by his tutor, and he magnani possible let it be placed in the midst ot a grove
Cottage, situated on the south side of Brookmously breaks the tutor’s windows at midnight. of trees; if not, let trees he set out around it.— front, of the gallery. Nowit is a principle in
lyn-street, Gambier. The house was built in
From the North American Review.
music,
very
little
recognised
here,
that
the
perNothing
can
be
less
picturesque
than
the
appear

ihe best manner by Messis, l-'uller & Patch,
His lo-e of liberty is so tetchy, that a new study
ENGLISH AND AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES.
or an additional exercise rouses him to rebel ance of most of our country churches, standing formersshould he concealed. The effect of such under the superintendence of the subscriber, is 38 feet front
In England, a university is a perfectly-organ lion: and he forthwith proceeds to combine as they generally do, upon some naked hill, an arrangement is remarkably illustrated in the4'fly 32 leet deep, with a piazza ill the rear. lhere are 8
■ many of' thC
■
rooms, 4 on each floor, and a hall running through the cen
ized community, for religious and literary pur against the constituted authorities, and pro without a shrub or even a blade of grass round Sistine Chapej at Rome, and■ in
tre, is well furnished with convenient Pantries and Closets,
poses. Its enormous wealth, and the great claim the rights of man. His credulity at such them, and a long row of sheds for horses half en convents in Europe where the nuns chant be and has a good Cellar 32 feet bv 16. 'The Parlours are
number of persons resorting to it, require and times is absolutely incredible. Tell him the Fa- circling them. 'There are two churches which hind a lattice. By placing the organ and sing finished in the best style, with folding doors, and the doors
enable it to have a strong government,with pow cult/ amuse themselves at every meeting by de we remember to have seen, that strikingly illus ers in a recess with a back wall, the music k throughout are trimmed with American Locks. The house
er sufficient to enforce academical discipline, vouring a roasted freshman with trimmings, and trate the effect produced by trees surrounding improved in several ways. There is a certnn is in all respects one of the neatest and most convenient in
country. There is also a good Stable 24 by 16 feet
and the laws of the land. An injury to persons he believes it. Nothing is too monstrous for them. One of these is the chapel of St. Mary’s mingling and union of sound which cannothe the
and a wood house on the lot.
or property may be promptly redressed, and his rabid capacity of faith. Reasoning with him College, Baltimore, a little bijou. Alas, how produced when the performers are stationed in I Possession given on the 1st of May next.
violated law revenged. Our colleges are simi at such times is vain. A syllogism addressed to forlorn is the Chapel of Cambridge compared a long row round the front gallery; arid the ones ) January 4th.
M. WHITE.
lar communities in some respects, but on a much a northeaster would he quite as cogent. In with this! The other is the Catholic Church at are echoed from the recess with a powtr and .
THE OBSERVER
smaller scale. Their government is simply aca dealing with such people, the times of trouble South Boston, a modest little brick structure, harmony, that are lost in a considerable degree, !
demical. They were established in the days of come round pretty often; so that we have heard which hides its unpretending form in a rich when the music is performed in a more fxpos- i
small things, when money was scarce, and stu the wish expressed, that hoys, unless of special grove of oaks, and forms a delightful contrast ed situation. As our churches are coiimonly I TER1MS.— Two Dollars and fifty cents per annum. If
paid in advance, fifty cents will be deducted. No sub
dents few. But the country has gone rapidly sobriety and promise, might be put to sleep at to the absolutely disgusting churches which one built, it would he extremely easy to ha e such
scriptions received for a less term than one year. No
forward, in population, resources, and refine fourteen, and not wakeup till twenty one. But passes on the way to it. There is much in this an arrangement for the music, by cuttitg a re- , paper? discontinued until all arrearages are paid, ex
cept at the option of the publishers.
ment.
The governments of colleges remain as-that is imposible.tbey must be trained up by little edifice, which we could wish to see copied. cess from the back ofthe gallery intoi porch
substantially the same as they were at first.— other means. This brings us round again to the It is built of durable material, and, if the work or tower, large enough to contain th:
th; organ ), Those who may wish to have their papers discontinued
are requested to give notice thereof, at least thirty days
They have few means, beyond the terrors of necessity of some adequate control. The sub is faithfully done, may last for centuries; noth and singers. The whole front of thisrecess
previous to the expiration of the term of their subscrip
academical discipline, to enforce obedience, jects of college tutelage will not he regarded ing can he less ornamented, yet the form, en should be open to the church, and tilt back
tion, other wise it will be considered anew engagement.
while in some colleges the students number as boys; and they ought to be treated as men, tirely different from that of most of our church closely walled up; and
venture to prjdic/, !
*„* All communications relative to this paper, must be
their hundreds. With such large bodies gov as gentlemen. But they ought then to be sub es, is highly picturesque.
It stands upon a that, ifsuch an orchestra as this were bulkJt i directed to the Rev. M. T. C". Wing, Gambier, Knox
ernment ceases to be paternal, and academical jected to all the responsibilities of men, of gen hill-side, commanding a fine view of the sur would contribute greatly to the effect o the ,
Co. Ohio
discipline is not always a shield against outrages tlemen. They must be made to feel that they rounding country, and yet is sheltered from the music. A contrivance somewhat similar t this
LIST OF AGENTS.
both on persons and property. A college gov have no immunity from the penalty of violated gaze of passers, bv the beautiful grove which sur has been lately adopted in the Chapel r the | Rev JOHN L. BRYAN,.......
Clio
Windsor,
Ashtabula,
HUB KA RD,...................
ernment may, indeed, have its remedy by ap rights, but that the strong arm of law is over rounds it. We know of nothing in the country University of Cambridge, and renders it <ne of Col.
Rev. AI.VAH SANI'OKO, .
Portsmouth,
Rev .WM. PRESTON.........
Columbus,
pealing to the laws of the land. But it has no them, as over the rest of the world, and its round Boston, to be compared to it.
the finest music rooms in the country.
Newark.
Rev. G. DENISON ..
remedy within its immediate control except sleepless eye upon their doings.
GEORGE BEATTY, ................. . Sleuuenville,
We would impress upon our readers the fact
Marietta,
D.
II.
B-UELI
...............................
mere college punishment, and the consequence
than a handsome church costs no more than an
interesting.
Windsor,
SYLVESTER P. ALDERMAN,
often is, that high crimes and misdemeanors es
J. W. SCHUCKERS,.................
Wooster,
ugly one; becausethe beauty of such abuilding
A syllabic alphabet, the result of intense and c>se appli DORSON EDWARDS,.............. Dayton,
MISCEL I, A N Y.
cape the notice of the law. A college becomes
depends much more upon the proportions, than cation to the study of the Bassa language, has >cen con Da. ASA COLEMAN................... Troy, Miami Co.
-B. I. HAIGHT.
Cincinnati.
like some pagan temples, to a certain extent an
upon the ornaments employed. By attending structed by ihe Rev. W. G. Crocker, one of w baptist Rev.
Chillicothe.
Rev. E. W. PEEP,....,
From the North American Review.
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